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Preface
t

The 1979 Federal Strategy for Drug Abuse and Drug Traffic Prevention

represents a comprehensive approach to the Nation's drug abuse problem

and will serve as the foundation ,f,r9m which the rederal GovernMent can

proceefl with renewed-resolve to reduce the serioUs effects of drug aLuse

in thii. country. This Strategy, prepared by the'Strategy Council oriprug
Abuse, reflectS,the concerted views of: (1) the Departments andpgtincies

involved in the Federal,drug rOntrol and-prevention effort; (2) the Strat-

egy Council members fl'om the private sectbr; (3) a number of public

interest groups involved in.thil effort; and (4) key members of Congress

who-have sbown dedicated support to the eliminatilr of drug .abuse. A

'rsincere appreciation is extended, to all of ,the individuals representing
these off ices,'. fogs withbut their expertise and professionalism this Strategy

could not havb been possible. An additional word of !thanks is extended

to the Drug Policy Office of the Domestic Policy Staff which priavided

the professional staff to the Strategy Council in developing this,Strategy.

a

.s.
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I.\ Introduction

The Federal' Strategy 1979 is the latreit,in a -series of documents which

describe ecomprehensive strategy fo(Federal activities relating tilidrug

akuse preventiCrn and control. The Drug Abuse Office and Treatment

Act of 1972- first created the Strategy.,Council on DrUg 'Abuse, and re-

quired that Council qo publish ,a :Federal Strategy for Drug Abuse and

Cortig Traffic Prevention. The Strategy Council is composed of the Attor-

.." ney General; the Secretaries of State, Defense, Treasury and Health,

Education, .and Welfare; the Administrator of ;Veterans Affairs; the

Director, of the Office (If Management and Budget; and six mem-

bei's from outside the Federar Government. The' first Strategy was'

. pul;Ilished in 1973, and ihree others followed. In addition, the White
F;aper.on DrUg Abuse, a rhiort to the Presideritofrom the Domestic Coun-

cil DrU.g Abuse Task Force, Ovas released on September, 1975.

, President Carter, announced the revitalization of ,the Strategy Council

in his Message to the Congres4 on Drug Abuse of August 1977, and tAe

'; Council began to prepare and."publish the legislatively mar,?datecl,4deral

Strategy. The formulation of Federal.policy for drug alvse prevention
and control has been a dynamic process. With-the assistarrce Of the Fed-

eral agencies and departments, the Members of Ciin§ress,.private citizens

:and organizatiOns, we have been able to develop, adjUst and refine policy:

in, an evolutionary way, as both the drug al.;use situation and our know-

ledge Of how 1;3. deat with it hav,e shanga . Strategy 1979 builds

Upon some statements contained in the last Strategy bitt 'makes ,impprtant

changes in others either in response to an altered dnvironment, or as

policY redirection.
'Strategy 1979 reaffirms the position of- earlier Strategies that total

-elimination of the drug 'abuse problem is unlikely. 'Presided Carter, in

his Messageibn Drug Abuse said:

"No government C:an cornpletelli" protect its citizens from
all harm not -by legislation 'or .by repletion, or by medicine,
or by advice. Drugs cannot be forced out Of existence; they

-will be with us for aS long as people find in them the reliefl
or satisfaction they desire. But the harm caused by drug

abuse* can be reduced. -We cannot talk in absolutes-that drug
abuse will oease, tha4 no, more illegal drugs will cross out
borders-because if we are honest with oUrselves we know

that it is beYond our, power. But we can bring together the

tesoufces of. the Federal GovernmentNelligently to protect
our society,and help those who suffer," 4

1
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The Strategy 1979, therefore, sets two realistic policy objectives first,
to discourage all drug abuseincluding the abuse of alcohol; and second,
to reduce tO a mininium the health and social consequences (such as
deaths, iniuries, crime, broken families and deteriorating neiObórhopds)
of drug abuse when it does op r.

Strategy 1979 'reflects a three p t program to reduce the n ative
'effects of drug _abuse: (1) tretam nt, rehabilitation and prevent° ; (2)
dortiestic drug law enforcement; and (3)'internetional narcotics control.
The overall program 'is intended to provide balanced and flexible means
to reduce the supply of illiCit drugs. discou'rage use, and make treatment

cailable
to drug abuse victims. '

Early Federal programs for dealing with the drug problem tended to
focus on reducing the slomestic supply of the "most dangerous" illicit
drugs. The following factors were considered in judging the darkerous-
ness of a given drug:

1. The likelihood that a user will become a compulsive user, i.e. either
physically or psychologically dependent;

2. Severity' of adverse consequences of use; and
3. The size of the core problem in the United States. . .

The assumption was that if the-most dangerchts drugs were difficult to
obtain, risky and expensive, fewer people would experiment with drugs;
the few who did experiment, Vould beCome chronic intensive -6sers;
and Many cuirent users woultl stOp.

Our experience with domestic supply reduction efforts has shown
that the lack of availability mainly affects the new User, who behaves
much like a cOnsumer Of other market items. The user 'takes drugs in4

the exPectatioof personal or, social satisfaction- of some kind. If a
drug becomes too expensive or hard to get, the consumer is inclined
to find some other substanceor activity to satisfy that goal. By redue:
ing the availability -of the more dangerous drugs, and-of illicit .drugs
in gerieral, one dan channel new users away .from the most hazardous

-substances which, through their pharmacology, tend to encourage com-
pulsive use. tortiRulsive, chronic drug.users,-however, tend to use what;
eyer psychOictive substance is available. When one Substance becomes
unavailable, Ay switch tO another, or to a combination which they
use in the same extreme, self-deitructive pattern. Therefore, while-domes-
tic supply reduction efforts are critical -to 'lour strategy for preventing
new use, treatmentand rehebilifation program§ for chronic drug abusers
are also necessary. ,

'Federal trealment, rehabilitation and prevention progrMms fill this
need. Strategy 1979 pupports the concepts of 'previous Strategies that
domestic sap*/ redubtion .efforts must be coupled with" domestic treat-
ment, rehabilitation and' preventibn activities to be effective,. POrriestic

2
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supply rviuction will give- priority to those drugs which are pharmaco-

logically most dangeroUs, or Which, because cif the extent, intensity and

manner of .use, caUse the most becro ill ()Lir country. To heme a lestirlg

effeCt and to reach those moot in need jf assistance, domesfic treatment,

rehabilitation and prevenfion, .howevor, should locus primarily on corn:

pulsive drug-taking behavior ratheritban on the drugs themselves. Chronic

co !sive drug abusers of any. drug Zire thdse most in need of treatmentpu
a t ey are clistinguishat primarily by the behavior they display in (

re tic) ship to society in general, and only secondarily by the particular .

. drig which happens to be involved.
Strategy 1979 emphasizes an international prcigram as a very important

element. Previous Strate6Les conceptualized the Federal ' program as

"supply reduction" and "demand reduCtion", with international coln-
ponents of each. We have found, however, that the international program

is a critically important part of our long-range strategy, and that prioritres

within tho international awe are set differeotly,from bur domestic' sup- a

ply and demand reductior)- priorities. Therefore, both for 'clarity and

'emphasis, ti-te international program merits separate consideration.

.To summarize dur domestic priority system, domestic supply reductionN
efforts rank drugs as they are used in the United States according to

` their potential for harm, particularly in causing deaths, and injuries,
t

and assigns Priorities to them accordingly. Our domestic treatment .

and prevention, eftorts focus on behavior, with consideration of the

(drug involved and its potential' for causing physical cir emotional harm.

.f., These priorities address only the health and-social consequences of psy-
.

choactive drugs as they are used in the Unitetj States anci do not distin-

guish between drugs Manufactured by legitimOte pharmaceutical corn-

genies and .those which 'originate in the illicit distribution system: ln

addition; a specific drug may rise and fall in the priority scale following

changes in patterns or drug )wailabiliw. - p

International supply. reduction -requires a different orientatioHere
two factors muit be considered: (1) tne prObability that the drug will

.1 duse severe health end social 'consequences in the, country where it is

used; and (2) the economic, political and social damage done to source,

transii and destination countries byethe illegal drug traffic.

Although other countries Orobably.use pharmacologibal criteria similar,

"to our own in ranking health consequenced, they may arrive at.different

orders of drugs because use patterns vary,. The priorities of destigation
countries must' be considered as' part of .the, first factor. The, economic

.damage done to the world community and the United States resulting
koin international drug trafficking is a separate faCtor,. The pharrna- i

cological distincfions, amcing heroin,_cLiaine and marilkOana and the -

patterns of-use are only part of sthe concern when million dollar drug
,



shipments are,being moved from one country to another, Vast profits.
whether derived frdrp heroin or maelhuana, result in co ruption of poll-
ticians and law enforcemerit officers, the underrhinin of. legitimate
market economies, in favor of drug-based economies, the change in !anti
use from needed food production to narcotic growth, a d the creation
of an affluent drug trafficking elite immune from the law. All of these
tactors must be weighed.

For example, heroin is a primary .drug of concern because of its likeli-
hood to cause severe health arid social cOnsequenCes to those wfio 'use
it and those who are affected by it. it is also.of concern becauie o(its

. -high price per unit volume, which causes eVen small amounts to be ex- .

tremely valuable. The abuse of cocaime and tile expanding international
.4affic in cocaine continue to be of great cohcern to the Federal'Govern-.
ment. Strathgy 1979 corisiders cocaine to be a priority drug exceeded
only by heroin and the barkurates. Large shipments of marihuana are .
also of concern beeause of the amount of money generated by the illegal
trafficking and smuggling of the drug.

The objectives Of our international/supply reduction strategy are: ,

to.. reduce the production of trafficking in heroin, the most :clan-
, gerous drug, entering the United States; to eliminate the greatest

quantities of illicit drugs at their .source; to prevent illegal drugs 'from
lentering the United States while assisting chher nations to stfengthen
Weir own di:Lig controls; to reduce the illegal production and trafficking
of ttie most-dangerous drugs by, increasing the risks; to reduce the illegal
production and trafficking of the drugs which proviqe the greatest finbn-
cial incentive and 'support for the networks which traffic drugs into the_,/
United States; to ensure a Waned, orderly market, fel- licit natcptics

' drugs needed for mediCal and-scientific purposes; and to develdp withtn
the international cdmmunitY high paority for cdoperative drug abuse
treatment and preventibn, as well as drug control efforts.

International demand reduction also requires a different orievation..
Here again, we must consider the priorities of other nafiOxis, and not
foCus exclusively on those illegal drugs of .primary interest to the
United States, Each country concentrates on its own priorities.
However;if we expect Other countries to). cooperate witoh ui in com-
batting production of 'ahd trafficking in our domestic priorio, drugs,
then we must also assist 41em with their 13riorities. The global nature of
the drug abuse problem, dictates a need tor such cooperation. Oriorities
vary not only froth country to country, 'but froth year to year, and'
our international strategy must be flexible endnh.lo adjust 1to these'

. variations, and to work cooperativ with .other nations to deal with
all of our problems. For exarnpl whi4 the United States/views heroin
as the most clarrgerOus drug, Mexico the drugs in cutrillatAise ,thet.
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appear to cause the gravest health and social consequence the in--

halantsand marihuana.
Pinally,. Strat4/ 1979 recommends '.continuing Executive Office

oversight of the three parts of'the Federal prograrn which, taken together,

span nearly all of the Federal Departments and several independent-

agencies. The problems of .drug abuse in America ind around the world

are both fluid and coniplex. A broad sp urn of issues and, priorities
, .

must be weighed, including dorreestic an international health, social,

medical, criminal justice, and economic consi erati ns. in addition,
i

drug policies must be Put in perspective wan ther national polibies
and g24ls.,Executive Office oversight has proven die Most efficient way
to maintain this perspective, as well as consistent policy formulation
and interdepartmental coordination. w..

The Strategy 'Council on Drug Abi.ise, composed of seven Cabinet
Officers and six public members, shall continue to participate in the
planning riecessary to acheive the objectives of a ',comprehensive, coor-
dinated long-term Federal. Strategy to , cornbat drug abuse. A special

-effort will be made in 1979 to increise the participation of the public
sector mernbers through supplemental meetings ta provide the oppor-
tunity for the additional exchopge. of ideas and their active involvementl
in the 'development of Federal policy. .

During the past ye:at, the Drug Policy staff which is now part Of the

DomeStic Policy Staff in the Executive Office of the President, has devel-

oped an effecti on-going policy c.)ordination mechanism called the \

Director for ug Policy and the heads of the five agencies that are most
Meeting of the rincipals. These bi-weekly meetings involve the Associate .,j,

immediately involved in drug mntrol issues; the Zenior Adviser and

, Coordinator for international. Narcotics Matters to the Secretary of State;

the Director of the National Institute on Drug Abuse; the Administrator

of the Drug Enforcement Administration; the Commissioner or the U.S.

Customs Service; 'and the Commandant of the U.S. Coast Guard. These-
meetings, chaired by the .Associate DitiOor for Drug Policy, provide an
opportunity for the exchange 'of; infor*tion and advice and the discus-

sion of operating problems and matters of mutual intrest,. T-hey have
also proved to be a highly effective inter-agency coordinating methanism:

Before moving to a detailed discussion of the Federal Strategy in each

area domestic treatment, rehabilitation, and prevention, domestic drug

law enforcement, and the international grogramwe will review the
nature ancLextent of the drug problem in the United States, and give a. ,

brief sketch of selected foreign drug abuse probiens to.illustrate inter-

national trends.

a
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11., Nature and E erg of the
%Drug Prob ern

A. The UnitetStates ..,

1. Definitions.' Drug abisise in the United Ste* has evolved from an
acute to a chronic psoblem. The heroin epidemie anthe late 1960's has it

:7 subsided, and the .sudden explosion of increasing drug use also seems
to have abated. However, the, rates cif psychoactiye driig ,consumption
continyeito be high, crossing racjal, cultural, scrialAnd economic lines,
and involving millions of people using huodreds of substances.

7It is apparent from the matinitude of annual drug consumption
in the United States that the use of drugs, iricluding alcohol, has
become an integral feature of our culture. In 1977, 280 million prescrip-
tions for psychoactive drugs .were written. The annual per capita cOn- .

. sump4tibn of alcohol in 1976 was 2.65 gaHons for every American 15
*years Or older. Om the Illicit rnof the drug ,spectru, there are
an estimated 450,000 Americon who use heroin daily, pearly 10 mil-,

. lion Ai/views who have abusW cocaine, and over 43 mPlion- who hatie
used marihuana. ,, jj ' ' . ;

. ; /
Not all Of the indiyjdvals who uie th ;dry* eXpeyi6nce negative

health or social consequences, but many da. Strategy:079 defines the
1,-

Drug abuse is ,the non-therapeutic use of any psyCh iive ;OstatILe,
01drug problem in terms of "drug Ouse" and "drug misuse; . . / 1, , .

including alcohol, in such a manner as to adversely affeci Alm.° itsiStke
of thewser's life. .

.

I

1

The substantte may, be obtained, from any nUmber of sources---bY
prescription, from a friend, over-the-counter, or through .ttie illicit .mar-
ket. The uie pattern may be occasional or habitual. . 4

-) Drug misuse isithe inappropriatenuse of drugs intended for therapeutic
ilurPaillt 7 .

. .
.

this in.ftcles inappropriate prescribing or use of drugs fesultiq from:
(e) lack g.f .knowledge on the part of the priysician; (b) errcks in judgment
by the physician, including drugs prescribed _when there is A Preferable
or safer alternative treatment '(wat alternatives may include non-dcug
treatment); (c) use by a patient' of a prescription 'drug not under the
sujiervision of a physician or .not in accordance with the instructions
of the physician 'or the information provided with the drug; arid (d) self-

I.
*Updated Excerpt from Drug Use Patterns, Consequences and the Federal Response:
A Policy Review, March 1Q78, Office of Drug.Abuse Policy.



medication )3y a patient with a drug .(over,-the-coUnter or prescription)

, inconsistent with the label .informat4on: ,
,

The arui prpbiem is Ihe.sum of the negative medical, social and eco-

-, nOmic consequences of druwabuse and 'Wails@ at they affect the User,

the userl family,. and ThircommunitY at large. .

2. Costs to .the indiOidual. A few points should be kept in mind when

'evalCiating the coniequenCes of drug misuse and abdse. There are many
. -

differept...pafterns of use Jor most drugs. Some peoPle use psychoactive

drugs only once or twice in a, life-time; others use them sporadically;
.

some use 'them regularly but not in large- quantity; some,use them reg,

'ularly in large quantity; ;nd so on. Ili addition, soMe.driigs, bieause of

their pharmacology and potency, may rarely cause harm; others may,

haVe a high probability of protluceig harmful effects.'
Fo anie given drug the consequences of, use will vary with these'clif-

fefent patterns, and the time-lag between'drug use and any evidence of

damage can vary froM minutes tcr decades. The longer the time.lag, the

more difficult it becomes to establish the link between use and impact.

The negative effects oftekare not universal but dre highly probable. For

example, not eVeryone who smokes cigarettes gets cancer but in those

who do, the connection bettNeen Smdking and lung cancer, is Clear. To

discover thele connections, reseatchers may need t studjt large numbers

-of titers over a -long period.of time. Forexample we are onlY Oeginning

ible consequences of marihuana use and will

uqoubtedly learn, more in ,the next few years. erio

occur only in certain categories -of users, .such as heavy users or

long-term users.. -

In additiOn, the adverse effects Of .drug useare often due to ihe use -

of, drugs in combination, particularly depressants and blcohol, end can-

not be attributed to a:single drug. Negative consequences ot drug-abuse

or .misuse range all the way from death or permanent ienpairrnent of

mecital or physical health to more sublle effects. For example, inVolve-

, ment with drugs is likely to affect friendship patterns, which may in

turn affect life goals and asPirations, or young people's psychological

or sociai development may, be impaired or delayed by chronic intoxi-.'

cation during* a period in which they might otherwise, have advanced

their social skills or knowledge.
3. Social and Economic Cósts, Another major consequence of *the

drug problem which must be considered is the heavy financial burden

to society. The' social burden in terms of ,economic costs can be quan-

tified by assessing the impact of substance abusers on the health care

*system, the, law enforcement 'and judicial systems, the employment

Market, and the general weifare and social .services systems. It has been

estimated that the approximate social and economic cost of alcohol
r'

..............
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4., . .

abuse alone tottils t42.75.billion arid' the social cosOpt of drug a6u`tikis-41
estimtted at $10.2.billion. - \ J... ,,.

These , cost -estimates do nr include the billions 6f dollaW' in
..,,

cash and goods that chande 'hands in the purchase Oft all tfelasco. f r

drugs. Nor lip they iriclude the range of intangibles that cannot be priced .
but which...represent 'the pain of mental 'and physical debilitation, (he
destruction of families, the disruption (0.1 ighbOrhoods, and other human
sUffering ssociated with drug abuse.

.

4. Patterns of Drug Use- Although there arel.aumerous ways in whiCh
individuals can use drugi, there are four primary or basic patterns of ..
dila use: .

-Use of medically prescribed or Over-the-counter drugs for therapeutic
pu;Roses; . ..^..:

-Occasional use of drugs for moderate pleasurable effect;. .

-Occasional use.of drugs for intensive psychoactive effect; and
-ComoulsivA use of drugs for sustained psychoactive effect and/or..

to avoid withdrawal symptoms.
In the first category are lound those persons who take drugs under .

a doctor's prescriptibn for legitimate medical reasons and who benefit
froM so doing. Self-medication of ,prescription,or non-prescriPtion drugs
is also included. Self-medication, is prevalent among the elderly, and when
too TritOy or ,inappropriate combinations of drugs are taken, it can have
ne*tive results:Vhen used correctly, drugs are an essential component

. .s S S 7
11.

U.S. in' 1977, approximately 20 percent wer
In addition to prescribed medications, billions o over-the-cOUnter drugs
are purchased annually for medicinal purposes.

'The second type of drug:useoccasional use for pleasurable purposes-
. alto inVolves thrge numbers of the.American population, Such usediffers

dramatically frOm use within the Medical setting,: the environment 'is
different, the motive different, and thalhdividual's perception of his or
her activity different. Persons using drugs .within the .medical, context
see themselves as Patients and the drug as a means of alleviating illness.\ The occasional drug user, On the Other hand,.sees himself or herself as a
consumet, .choosing a drug for its pleasurable effect. This pattern is
.CornMOK sto; mit.lions of Users rerdless of the legal status of the drugs
:inVolverk ,A4c6h4: and marihuana re the obvious examples. Occasional

:drug dad, can be harmful, especially If excessive quantities or inappropri-
ate coMbinations of tilrugs are taken. . .

Jor psychoactlik 'drugs.

The third 'category includes those persons who take drugi-for the
explicit purpose of creating.. an inteniive psychoaCtive effect. Snorting

%cocaine or using PCP or LSD falls into' this category. Although it is
. .
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\

ficult to determine the number of these users, this kind qf,drUg use not

only affects the individual but also his family and the community. .

In the fourth iiategory-compuisive use-obtaining. and using the drug

,become the central focus,ot an individual's life. Compulsive drug users

often use combinations' of drugs (including alcohol) or switch from drug

to, drug depending on what is available. Currently wider study i's the
tiwpothesis that similar leasons.exist yor compulsive ,drug Lige regardless

of the specific drug use. i .,
. .

6, Trenas in Drug Misuse and Abuse. The total list of substances abused .

in the United States is very a;aensive and therefore the Stwategy addresses

Only selected Psychoactive substances which al-eTmone to abuse. "
. .

The following are the majot observadie trends of drug, use and abuse

in the United States:
i , .

-Cocaine. Most Americans who currently use cocaine use it in smit)I

qua tiities and sporadically. Its relatively high Cost, which brohitiiis,i
eas hc.cess to the drug, is a contributing factor .to that pattern of use.

Ser ous health consequences are seldOm indicated in DAWN* data, yet

there are certain facts about cocaine which give policymakers great con-

cern. Cocaine is a powerful stimulant. 'Even when its strength is

dilUted the average purity, is 30 percent. Because its intense effect

causes a user to want more, the drug can result in compulsiue Isehavior.

In ' the past 'three years there has been a statistically,significant upward ,

,

trend in conine use by yours adults. We will continue to monitor this

ill cit drug. Cocaine is,discussed in Aore detail in Section VII.

,

:-Amphetamines. While amphetamines account for oonlY 4 percent

of emergency room episddes wit the DAWN system, their nOn-e'dicalrn

tise has been' rising among youn dults. gurthermore, while medical use

of amphetfiminet 'is declining, there is evidence to suggest that ampheta-

, zmines are improperly prtascribed-by some physicians. An estimated eighty-

L...." eight percent of 'amphetamines are prescribed for weight control. There

ii little evidence tolbelieve that they are effective beyond a 21-day period
for most patients. The Federal Government is currently considering the

rermiyai of the obesity indication for the amphetamines The potential

fOr misuse and abuse is significant since chronic consumption of these

drugs can lead to'tolerance and psyChological dependence. .
.

,-Marihuana. The use of marihuana has been rising Steadily in the past
.,.. si

decade, and the age of first use has dropped. An estimated one in twenty-
.

S.

*A Federal monitoring system which records drug-related emergenwroom episodes,

and drugrelated deaths (Drug Abuse Warning Network).

I
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five adoldoenti between, 12 and 13 years old use marihuana monthly.*
In'the 14-15 year otd cate`gory, however, this .figurefrises Win estimated
one out of everyseven adolescents. Eleven percetu( of 1978 high school,.
seniors use marihuana daily, Which,is up froM 9.1% jest year.. These high
levels of use among young people are of great concern. Marihuana will
be discutsed in detail in gection VII.

Heroin. *Heroin purity has decliried from 6.6 peroent. in the first
quarter of calendar y9ar 1976 16.4.2 perctnt in the,third quarter of 1978s
The price per milligram of pure heroih has,tisen in the same tiine period
'from $1.26 to $1.96.. This ihcrease in price and decrease inpurity
-significant becauie it is generally.befieved io reflect a (Aline in availabil-

. ity brought about by international and domeitic control efforts.
Heroin overdose deaths in 1977 de down 63% from 1916. In

more tangible terms, approximately 1,000 fewer people died from heroin
overdoses in 1977 than in 1976. During this same time period,emergency
room episodes related to heroin declined by' 40%. Both heroin-related
death§ and emergency room visits are at the lowest reported level since
Clota became available in mid-1973. Current data (September 1978)
indicate that the nuniber of heroin addicts has declined since 1975 by
100,000, from -550,000 tel 450,000. The dati) strongly suggest that the
heroin problem is decreasing.

Methadone: Methadone began to be eely dsed for both detoxifi.-
cation and maintenance treatment of n rcotic akidiction in the early

'' rea men . ome
clients respond well to methadone, whiCh stabilizes the drug-taking

,

life style of the ,heroin addict and provides an opportunity for effective
counseling and support services. It is.important, ,however, to recognize.
that methadone treatment is not, a panacea, nor is 'it appropriate' for
all clients. S

. , .

Methadone' is a factor in a declining but unacceptably high level of
methadone-related" deaths and emergency room mentions. , The toial
Dfk.WN system reported over 200 such deaths in 1977, of which apprQxi-
mately one-half were in.New York City. Also within the past year, DAWN
reported .an average of 256 methadone-related incidents .iri emergency
rooms each month. It a pears that the illegal diversion of methadone
does not contribute as nk,,ch to negative health consequences as it does
to th use of methadone in ombination with other deugs.

.

v

«Drug
Use Among American High School Students 194-1977", Lloyd D. John-

ston, Jerald G. Backman, and Patrick M. O'Malley, Uniyeltity of Michigan under ar
resbarch grant from the National Institute on Drug Abuse.

6
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Alcohol. Alcohol is the most Commonly Wed' and abused psycho-

. active substance in the Uhited States, and ;pore people alluse it than all

ther drugs combined. Althotigh 'it is not knowp if abase by.Wo' men is

l
i creasing, alcoholic women'are becoming more visible -in our society

and milY be nearly, as humerous as alcoholic men. FiftherMore, 6.1 per-

, cent of all high school seniors consdme alcohol.on a deity basis. Over

200,000 deths are re rted annuatry as alcohokelated-- a figure which

. replesents nearly 8 perçe\LtIjJ..deaths in the United Sliates.*
--713arbiturates. Twenty percent of the drugs mentioh4d in connection

withAeatha, repqrted to DAWN ip 1977, were barbiturates the category

"barbiturate/seclative"is the leading drug mentioned in medical examiner

cases; with "alcohol-intanbination" second and "'heroin/morphine"

'third. The major clinical disedvantagea, of barbiturates include the Ail(

of accidental poisoning or suicide, and the-short time required to develop .

tolerariCe 'and physical dependence.(addiction): lh the case of barbitueettt

the physical withdrawal syndrome can be fatal. Many barbtturate-related"

injuries and deaths involve' drugs obtained throtigh a legitimate mediCal

prescription. There is now evidence to sht that there are safer, alteiria-

tive drugs. Since 1972: there has beeh 8,5 percent decrease in barbitu-

rate' prescriptions as a result of publicity, worts in medical literature,

and a conscious effott on the part of the medical profession and Federal

agencies to increase physician awareness of appropriate prescribing prac-

tices.
osTranguilizers. Minor ,,t4triqullizers lire t ie m.ust fequent1y p ribod

Wdrugs in the, U.S.-90 miliion prescriptions were filled in 19.7 , ho-
everfthe.trehd of use is decreasing. These drugs are considere potent

° reinfofcing sulsstance.s, with a high potential .for mi'suse and abuse.. rf

" abused or misusexl they can prbduce emotional or psycholVal depen-

dence as well'as physical addictiOne 4 IFfHallucinogens. Data show th the use of hallucinogens, esnecially 7

LSD as used 'by high school sen (its, has steadily declined since 1975.

However, recent evidence of, increasing supply and demand for, the drug

PCP is .ca ' g concern. PCP will be discussed in detail in SeCtion. VII.
,

_
*For further information on alcafiol and the Federal activities relaad to alcohol,

see Third Special. Aeport to the U.S, Congress on Alcohol and Health from the Secre-

tary. of Health, EduCation and VVelfere, October,1978.
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CHART 1
Dawn Pats: Summary of Emeniency Rooms

lard Medical Examiner Reports by Druü
January-Decembiar 1977

Distribution of Mentions*
(based on 7,845 melons)

(11.9) -Tranquilizers

N.

Distribution of Mentions"
(based on' 178,158 mentions),

f
(23.9%)'Tranquoinrs

05,7%) Berbitsfir ate Sedative

NonbarlAurate'Seciatives

-.02,8%) Alcollikin.eornbination
I.

,I

Heroirt/Morphipe.

(5.5%) Methadone .

(11:.7%) Nonn ascot ic algesict

(0.5%) AmphetaMines
7--"1 (0I%) COcaine

(8.2%) PsyChostinLients

--a- 07.8%)1.4allucinugihs - ,

(1.0%) inhalents/Solients/Aerosols

18.461-Barbiturate Sedatives
S.

18.5%) Nonbarbiturate 80datives
s

(11.1%) Alatol.in-Ct)mbinatior,

. *

(6.1%) HeroinlMorhine

(1.7%) flethatonel
-

(9.9%) Nonnercotic Analgesics

(1 5%) Amphetamines
Th(0.9%) Cocaine
I-- OA%) Psychostifnuide

(2.5%) tannabis
(2.7%) Hellucinogens
(0.4%).1nhalants/L-Avints%Aarosofe

.--- (22,1%) Other
(15.1%) Other

C.

- .
\The above percentages ire baded ontdati received throughAugust 31, 1978.

iv

*A mention refe;.sto the specifiC drug or drugs repbrtedver patleanton a single visit.
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Chart 2 illustrates the mildical2u ,feach drui, the nonmedical uses, and

t how many client.are.in Fdderally-fundepreatment for abuse.

CH4l, 2
Fact Chart pn Medical and Npnmedlcal Drug Use

and Fecterally Funded freattnOt Clientele .

,
, . 1

,

. .'
.

-- .

Medical .Use

Q977).
(Priptions ,,
filled anrmally) ii

't

--

Nonmedical
Use (1977f"

Number in '
;Federally

Funtled
Treatment'i ,

.

Stimulantf . ..., -

Ariiphetaminis .t
Coming i

.,
, Cannabii Products

Marihuana

Depressants-Na(cptics
Hiroin ,

OtherDpiates

Depresiants-Sedatives
TranquAlizers
Alcohol

.
.

.

3,894,000
13,0001

1 '

*0**
.

, 52,317,000

89,987,000
. ,....

, .

1,780,000
1,640,000

40, r

16,210,000

550,000 .,

1,360,060'
.92.300.000

1,060,000
. 24100,000

..
1,400,000

(LSD) "

160,000

1C),000

4,000

21,000
..

111,000
10,000. .

.

4,000
, 17/000

10,000
4,000

8,000

5,Q00 . .

Barbiturates
Other Sedatives

.

PsYchedelic/
Hallucinogens

,

Othees including
Inhalants

,

16,467,000
21,229,00.0\

)--

***
,

*National Prescription AUdit.
!*Nonmedical use of psychoactive substances. Natiorial Institute on

Drug Abuse, Supplemental Tables: Popuirion Projections based on

the National Survey, on Drug Abtise 1977. Washington, D:C-GPO,

1978, 017=024-00748-0._ .

***SOD19)..,
***!illegal or data not available.

1This is Vt a reliable. indicatoi- Since most cocainc is shipped directly

to physiars and dentists end not to retail pharmacies. .

11,
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Chart 3-dkvides recent nönmedical tile by age group%nil by &Lig of abuie.
t

lp CHART 3 ,

'. Estimate of Recent Nonmedical the ( onth)
by Age Gioup, by Drug of A se)

. ,V-1;
12-17 Years 18-26,Years - Over 26 Years*
( 74,938,000 (30,553,000' (117266,000,

Persons) Persons) -Persons) .

Heroin**
s, Cocaine

Hallucinogens
. inhalants

. ..

. .

2d0,000.
490,000t
160,000

.,
1,110,000

610,000( ,

Stimulantt 330,000 760,000
Sedative/HypAotics 200,000 860,000
Trapquilizers t-90,000 730,000
Other OpPates 160,000 310,000 ft

Over-the-Counter (not
reported after 1976) ««« «.«

Alcohol , 7,740,000 21,000,090
Marihuana/Hashish 4,140,000- iz000,00G

,

***

690,000
1 « «

«««

«««

63,350,060
axestoa

SOURCES: National Institute on Drug. AbUse, Supplemental 'Tables:
Population Projections based on the Natiqnal Survey on
Drug Abuse 1977. Washington, D.C., GPO, 1978, 017-024-
00748,0.

Abelson, H.I., Fithburne, P.M. and Gisin, I., The National
Survey on Drug Abuse: 1977, Washington; D.C., GPO,
Stock no. 017-2400702-2.

*There are approximately four times the number of persons in-this
group as in.the other twb groups. When corrections are made far the
size of the group, that is, estimates on a per million basis are mad
then the rate of inappropriate use of sedative/hypnotics for the o r
26 groutt ,becomes approximately 20 percent of that for the 18-25
year old broup, and 25 percent.of that in the 12-17 year old group.

**This study is based. oh a household sUrvey. It is believed that many
heroin abusers do not live in traditional household settings, and there-
fore, would be underestimated, in this survey. The National Institute
on 'Drug Abuse currently estinatei the number of current daily heroin
users to be between 430,000 and 470,000.

' * ** Indicates less than 0r5 percent, of the populatibn group.



6..Special Analysis for Youth. Of c ntinuing concern are the levels

of drug use and abule among .young eople in the United States. Our
society discourages the, use of psychoactive substances including alco-

hol during adolescent development because of the increased ads'ierse
effects such use could have on the adolescent's grOwing and changing

phystology. In., addition, imoxication can be very harmful lor young
ed4lts as it dan impair their social, educational and emotiOnal develop-

, mem, and leave them without the necessary skills oriknaturity to cope
with adult rpsponsibilities.

Tables 14 dis lay four level of prevalence recorded in national,

survey of igh school 'seniors in'the U.S. for 1975, 1976 and 1977. These

are: lifetime prevalence, or the percentage of respondents who haYe ever
used the drug; annual prevalence, or the percentage of respondents'who
have used in the last year; 30-day prevalence, or the percentage who.used

in the last 30 days; and 30-day prevalence of daily use, those who used

dailY in the last 30 days.
The tables indicate high levels of experimentation, although daily

'use of most drugswith the important exceptions of marThuana, alcohol

and cigarettes4emains'small, i.e., und4 one percent. It is very disturb-
ing, .however, that 9.1 percent one out of every 11 high school seniors
used marihuana daily; and 6.1 percent drink alcohol daily. Preliminary
results:from the 1978 survey show that 11 percent smoke.marihuaha
daily, an increase of 1/3 over last year. Theie levels-of uie Can cause
serious emotional, developTental and physical .problems çia significant
1Sortion of young Americans.

4.1
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TABLE it
Trends in Lifetime Prevalence of Eleven Types of Drugs

'Marihuana
Itinhalants

allainogens

,
Class of
1975_

N = (9408)
47.3
NA
16.3

Cocaine 9.0
Heroin 2.2
Oth6r.opiatesa 9.0

Stimulantsa 22.3
Sedativesa 18.'2

Tranguilizersa 17.0

Alcohol 90.4

Percent ever used

Class of Class of '76-77
197.6 Change

(15385) (17116)
52.8 , 56.4 t.3.6 ss
10.3

,
11.1,. +0.8

15.1 I 13.9 -.1.2 -
- 9.7

.
. 10.8 +1:1 ,

1.8 1.8 0.0
9.6 , 10.3 +0.7

22,6 23.0 +0.4
17.7 17.4 -0.3
16.8 18.0 +1.2

41 92.5 +0.6

NOTES: Level of significance of difference between 197ip and,,1977:
s = .Q5, ss = .01, sss = .001.
NA indicates question notasked.

aOnly drug use which Was not, uhder a doctqr's orders. is included here..

UFfCE OF TABLES 1-4

Johnston, Lloyd; achman, J.; and O'Malley, P.M.,,Orug Use Among
American High School Students: 1975 to 1977, National Institute on
Drug Abuse, Rockville Md. 20857.
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'Trends

4

.TALE1-
In Annual Prevelence of Eleven'Types of Drsips

.

Percent whoiced in last twelve months

Jar
C trs of

975 I-

Class of
1976

Class of.
1977

N -7(9410) (15345) * (1704Z) \
Marihuana 40.0 44.5 47.6 '-.
I nhillants. , NA ' 3.0.- 3.7

Hallucinogens 11.2 - 9.4 8.8

Cocaine 5.6 . 6.0 7.2,

Heroin 1.0. 0.8 . 0.8

Other oniatesa 5.7 . 5.7 6.4

Stimulants') 16.2 15.8 16.3

,Se'dativesa 11.7 .10.7 108
Tranquilizersa 10.6 10.3 1.8.

Alcohol--; 84.8 85.7 87.0

'76-77
Change.

+3.1 s;
+0.7 $ '
-0.6
+1.2 Ls- i

0.0
%.,

+0.7 s

+0.5

101-1
. +0.5

+1.3

NOTES: tevel ol significance of difference between 1976 and 1977!

s = .05, ss = .D01.
NA indicates question not asked.

aOnly drug use which was not under a doctor's orders is inclUded here.

Ns. ,



TABLE 1.-3'
Trends in Thirty-Day Prerdence of EleyrI)pes Of Urea:

Percent who used In lass thirty days

Marihuana
Inhalants

Class of
1975

N7RR-011)
27.1
NA

Class of
1976

(15377)
32.2

0.9
Hallucinogens 4.7 3.4
Cocaine 1.9 i.0
Heroin' 0.4 0.2
Other (opiatesa 2.1 2.0

Stimulantsa 8.5
Sedativesa 5.4 4.5
Tranquilitersa 4.1 4.01.
Alcohol te 4 68.2 68.3

Class*of
1977

(17087)
.Change

+3.2 ss

C111.3.1

4-0.4 s
+0.7

- 2.9 +0.9 :as
0.3 +91
2.8 +116,:ss

5.1 +0.6
4.6 +0.6

71.2

NOTES: Level of significance of difference between-1976 and 1977:
s = .05; ss = .01, sss = .001.
NA indicates question not asked.

°Only drug use which was hot under a doctor's orders is included here.

-
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TABLE 1-4.

Trends in Thirty-Day Prevalence of Daily Use Of Eleven Types Of Drugs

.
Percent Who use daily in lasi thirty)days

Class of
1975_

Class'of .

' 1976
115377)

..

Class of
i '. 1977

76-77
Change

N = (9404) 1 (17087).

Marihpana 6.0 % *". 8rr.... . 9.1' +0.9

Inhalants NA 0.0 0.0 ..- 0.0

Hallucinogens .
0.1 I 01 0.1 , 0.0

Cocairte . 0.1* 0.1 0.1 0.0

Heroin . 0.1 0.0 6.0 MO

Other opiatesa 0.1 , 0.1 0.2 +0.1

Stimulantsa 0.5 0.4 - 0.5 +Mt

Sedativesa \ 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.0

Tränquilizers 0.1 0.2 0.3 +0.1

#lbohol 5.7 5.6, 6.1 +0.5

14!-OnFy drug use which was not under a cltor's orders is Iii:iluded here.

The leveli of experimentation are also of concern, sinc* thect imply a

growing public toleranZe 'to dnig uge, It is interesting o contrast ,the

1977 "ever used" percentage to the percentages recorded in a 21969

national survey of male high school students only.

Eyer Used-High School Senior

1969
(males only)

A

1977
(males & females),

Marinuan,..4\ 20% 56%.

Stimulants 9% 23%

Cocaine'
11%

Vallucinogens 5.8% 14% '

Sedatives 6% 17%

Heroin
1.8%

_



AlthoUgh experimentation seems to have leveled off in the last three
years for all drugs except marihuana, it h@smore than doubled since1969. In addition, in 1969 the perception was that we were in the middle.
of a drug epidemic, concern was at its height and tliere W8S a great public

oriewonse. Moit Americarts would probably say thalthe. drug abuse situa-
tion was Worse irk 1969 than it is today. This apparent increased tolerance
to drug use is troubling, since for many young...people the most effective
preven,Von of drug abuse involves pressure for a nonldrugpsing life style
from peers, educators, religibus leaders, parents, and other significant
figures ii the life of young people.

P

,13. International Drug Abuse.Problems
One of the lessons learned over the past several years is.that, despite

apparent siMilarities, different cOuntries must contend' with different
ranges of drugs and social consequences because of variations in drug
availability and use,patterns.

Thailand experiences both traditional o sm.oking by Olfier peoples
with reasonable social controls and few soc consequences, anda simul:
taneously growing heroin -.problem. The fornier is relatiVely benign in
terms of social impact, the lattel is contributing to the- weakening of the
social, political and econornit infrastnikture.

The domestic impact of drug trafli&king on producer countries is seen
clearly in Thailand. In 1958, opibin production 'and use were outlawed.
At .that time, the addict population numbered well under 100,000 )ind
consisted largely of elderly opium smokers. HoAever, when drug refindies
appeared within the Golden Triangle during the late 1960's, an epidemic
of heroiti addiction swept across Thailand.

Estimles of the, number of .addicts in Thailand now NI) as high as
400,000 to 600,000;.(4,bst alarming of all, drug smoking has given way to
intravenous injectio as the preferred procedure. This shift has been
felt especially among the 15-25 age group.-fhat,segement of the popu-
lation most important to Thailand's future.

Geography Makes raw- opium available to drug' traffickers in Northern
Thaijand; economics thake it expedient to refine this opium into heroin
as close to the .producing areas as possible. Thailand pays a heavy price

.,for its geographic location and economic attraction since a steady stream
of cheap, pure heroin is readily available to the Thai society. The result Is
a burgeoning Thai addict population.

In response, the Thai Government is developing a plan for providing
treatment services on a voluntary basis throughout the country. Detoxi-fication clinics are being opened; existing treatment centers are being

20
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linked with -referral networks; prevenVve education materials are being

ns are underWay;

These efforts reflect the Government s appr

challenge of international drug trafficking. It. is' not uncommon to hear

Thai leaders describe drug &Jim as a threat to,-the very survival of Their

nation.

fa II :

Geography also contributes to high1evel.sof opiate.fte in Iran, where

opium has been smoked for centuries. After a brief experiment with
prohibition, Iran in 1964. adopted an opium maintenance program for a

number of its addicts. At present, over 100,000 addicts receive their

opium supplies. through licit government channels. Hundreds of thousands -

rriore maintain their heroin and opium haliks through illegal source's.

The immediate challenge,for Iran is to contain opium evaile6ility within

legal channels, and to. control the spread of new addiction. The, govern-

ment's opium 'maintenance progeM proVides for addicts over 60 and for

those too infirm to tolerate withdrawal. For others, Ahe gokfernment has

launched a program of outpatient.treatment. Fundind for this t) rovam

comes from revenues generated by the opium maintenance program.

Authorities hope tharthe outpatient approach wilJ prove particularly

attractive td the growing number bf Iranian heroin addicts.

Opium/heroin is not the only drug that creates domestic health prob-

lems for the 'countries in which it is trafficked; coca and cocaine-

producing countries afso face a threat to their public health. A particularly

worrisome developmentis, the smoking 9f cocaine paste. Ohe intermediate

product in the chain from coca to cocaine is a gummy paste that results

from the soaking of coca Jeaves in a solvent such as kerosene. This

.
proCessing step is designed to extractthetocaine alkaloidifrom-the plant

material ina state that is relatively concentrated and amenable to furthe

purification.
Drug users in several Latin American countrjee have learned that the

"pasta" itself has strong psychoactive properties,when smoked. Since

cocaine is an expensive export commodity, drug users in"litolivia, Peru ahd

elsewhere have turned to.the more affordable cocaine'pastekt

The health consequences of cocaine paste smokingas well as the abuse

dru s-,-are a growing -concern to. officials in Letin- ,

America. Bolivia has operated a drug treatment aci

number of years. Peru recently allocated resources to establish a treat-

ment unit near UN, This emergence of treatment facilities for 'drug

abusers is direct evidence of the domestic impact of drug trafficking upon

the Public health in coca-producing countries.
Marihuana also creates different kinds rof pro6lems around the world.

While of a somewhat long-standing nature, .marihuana use in Colombia

and Mexico, for .example,- is cdnsidered 'by the governments ,of these
a
N-%
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countrieS to Nye a very important irnpact on their respective societies.
The use has become ve"ry.widesPread and intensive with the result that
Inany -young per)* need clinical intervention and social rehabilitation6
This apparent need liar health ,and social services for marihuana users
appears to be different- than in the United States. Therefore, we cannot*
assume that the patternOof drug use are similar in different cultures.

Nearby production, however, is not a necessary condition for the
developmeni of widespread drug problems. As theAThited' States clearly
demonstrates, a sufficient condition is sinicrix a degree of affluence that
makes it attractive for drug traffickers to market their products. Not
surprisingly, the most active marisktplace for r6fined drug products during
the past five years has been Western Europe. ,Since 1975, France, Italy and
the Federal Republic of Germany have acknowledged their, growirlg drug
abuse problems in significant ways. Italy passed a landmark law which
obligathd _the governeheni to provide treatment and rehabilithtion privi-

.

leges to erw citizen who needed them:- France undertook a major policy
review in J977 of all- of the drug abuse activities, culminatio in the
"Pelletier Report" which has been receiving serious!review within the
French Government. The Federal Republic of Germany has acknowledged
its growing heroin problem and has encouraged local and State govern-
ments to develop treatrnent and rehabilitation responies to complement
the existing law enforcement effoits.

As these, eXamples 'show, the social impact of drug abuse is not limited
to the United States. More .and more countries are being affected by this
problem.'

III. Drug Abuse Treatment,
.

Rehabilitation and Prevention
Federal domestic drug-abuse treatment, rehabilitation, and prevention

in the United States encompass treatment, rehabilitation,
ed ion/prevention, training and research. A variety of. Federal agencies
perform l*se functions, but the. National Inst itute n Drug .Abute
(NIDA) in the Department of liealth, Education, and, Welfare *(OHEW)
has the lead for the treatment of civilians, and the Department of 'Defenw
(DoD); the Veterans Administration (VA), and the Bureau of Prisons
(BOP) conduct treatment for their specialized,clientele.

The strategy for drug abuse tre.aimeW,. rehabilitation, and prevention
has several broad goals: to provicfe effective treatment and rehabilitation
for compulsive drug abusers who ere or should be primary clients of
Federally-funded, privately financed or publicly funded drug abuse _-
trwtment programs; to reach *.wider variety and largernurnber of people

22
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Who have problems with druipbut are not n ecessarily appropriate clients

for traditional dru g. abuse programs:IP support service delivery by co-

ordinated research and by trained professionals and piraprofessionals; and

to assist communities to prevent drug abuse through positive alternatives
and effectivelprograms for. youth.

In our discussions of Federal..strategy, alcohol is mentioned along with

. other drugs, since alcohol and drug rejated problems are often generally
similar and many clients have problems with both. It must be noted how-.

ever that the Federal response mechanOrri to the specific problems of a
alcohol and . alcoholism are presently administered separately in .many

instances.

p.
A. Federal Strateip for Treatment

Drug abuse treatment provides services to those people whose health

and social functioning is seriously impaired Iby drugs. The: prograirs
include basic health services to allow the client to overcome the physical

problems of addiction or seriOus drug abause, and psychological and social

counselling services to promote mental well,being and' an abiliey to cope

without drugs.
Federal treatment programs were originally intended to help those

people in the most severe difficulties; those for whom drug abuse had
become the central problem' in their lives. An extensive system of-treat-

ment services has been created to serve these clients. Last var, N I DA, the

lead agency tfor Federal civilian treatment, supported drug, abuse treat-

ment programs that gave care to over 235,000 persons, offering a variety

of treatment modalities ranging from drug-free residential to outpatient
detoxification. The clients who are currently served by. the Federal drug

abuse treatment system are considered the "trtiditional" clients.
However, there are also other kinds of people who get into trouble

with drugs. The "non-traditional" clients are those whose drug or alcohol'

consumption is contributory to, other problems. Jhey do not compul-
sively consume drugs,, but they have problems with them. These people
cr nurrently anderserved because they are ,ncit aoproptiate clients for

many -of our traditional drug and alcohol programs. Further, the health
and social service systems where they do show' up ire not always sensitive

'drug/a1Cohor issues andivray not recognize that drup ind/or alcohol
may be contributing to their chent's difficulties. .4

There are 'Iwo main thrusts .to the Federal treatment strategy; tO
enhance the services available to the traditional clients o4 Federal drug
treatment; and to raise the awareness of a wide variety of professionals io
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recognize and serve the needs of all persons in our society who Suffer the
enncatiwigages o.f dr.ug iit)141141 or rnime.

,For the traditional dlient, the Strategy underlines the importance of
service linkages among Federal. health and. social serfice Drug
abuse programs should work aggressively on behalf of th r clients to
obtain needed services .which are available in the.community, suCh as
family services, vocational rehabilitation, .and emergency, housing. This
should be particularly emphasized as a part of' aftercare planning. For
example, Strategy 1979 encourages such collaborative efforts as the joint
N IDA/Indian Health Service technical assittance projectthe Secretary of
HEW's American Indian lnitiative, and the collaboration between the
Office dik Human Development Services and NIDA 1i the areas of voca-
tional rehabilttation, the elderly, child' abuse, and runaways. Because of
the psychological and economic importance of employment in the re-
habilitation of drug abusers, linkages between the bepartment of Labor, iN
the Department of Health,..Education and Welfare, and other +involved

. agencies shopld be. emphasized. The:Veterans Administration is in the
process of establishing a formal agreemen,t with, the Department of Labor
which will,identify and provide mechanisms .for,effecting program linkages
for employment services for drug dependent veterans.

B. Federal Strategy for Rehabil6tiOn
1.0 Strategy 1979 strongly suppdrts the notion that effective rehabilitation

goes .hand in hand with treatment, and encourages increased opportunities
for drug abusers to participate in job training and placement-programs.* \
- Effective employment and rehabilitation services are key factors ,in

erwuring that the treatment experience will be successfUl. The. Federal
government must make a concerted effort to develop.trainingrprograms
for. those, soon to graduate from drub programs and for those in the
preventive stages %..f,tfh6"VD not have the skills necessary forzertain employ-
ment fields.

A4 a long-term goal, however, Strategy 1979 sapports the inclusion of
II IIII :

Childhood drug abuse often cab be'seen as a symptom of an inadequate
, or malfunctioning family system, and that whole system must be.worked

with 'if the symptomatic problems are to be treated. In addition, drug
abuse by one family member affects the entire family, which 'must learn-
*For additional information see "Supplementary Report and Analysis", submitted

- by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, February 1978, to the House
Labor Appropriations Subcommittee for hearings on tle FY'79 budget request.
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how to adjust and cope. The Veter Ad inistration provides family

1979.encoutages this type of family ther
The Federalvetitm'ent and rehabilitation strategy emphasizes sensitivity

to the needs of special populations represented in all treatment and re-

habilitation settings. These include ethnic/racial Minorities, women-,

youth, the elderly, and rural clients. For example, Federally-funded treat--

merit programs have.48 percent minority clientele,and it is important that

the programming and counselling be responsive to the culturar needs of

minorities. One way of ensuring responsiveness is LQ insist that minorities

are represented on the professional and, paraprofessional staffs of pro-

grams, plannitig and administrative agencieS. Currently, minorities lack

representation, particalarly in the professionl categories.

The 1978 Report of the President's Commission on Mental Health drew

particular attention to the problems of minorities. 'Pr

"Opiate users in treatment are, predominantly Black 'and

Hispanic, and are frequently faced. `with glaring poverty,
massive unemployment, and discrimination in a rigidly strati- 41

fied society which leaves them undereducated and under-
skilled, with little future and little hope. Within this context,
the use of drugs is frequently seen as a viable alternative to
unending despair. While the Black and Hispanic population

represent only 11 pe'rcent and 5 percent of the national
. population, respectively, they comprise two-thirds of the

opiate users in treatment. Nearly three-fourths are male,
nearly one-half have had less than a high school education,-

and 60 percent are 26 years old or over. Slightly more than
one-half have been arrested within the past 24 months; of
those with an arrest record, about one-half have two or more

arrests.

Minority communities have often viewed drug treatment as a

'form of social control, particularly*that treatMent which
initially substitutes one chemical dependency for anoth,er.

This concern becomes even stronger when long-term mainte-

nance prograMs are proposed. However, many minority
group leaders are now concerned with the quality of programs
and the need for staffinq patterns which reflect cultural dif-,

ferences and'can provide e diversity that will fit a range of
clients. This greater emphasis on the qUality ,of the treatment
aservices being delivered is as important as the initial objections

regarding particular Modefitlies." (p. 2121-2122)

. The Wategy 1979 will congentrate on strengthening affirmative actipn

i mechanisms at all appropriate levels of policrand programming in order.

to reflect appropriate socio-cultural uariations. In addition, assessments of

the ethnie, cultural and other special needs of clientele will be em-'
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phasized, and strategies and materials will be tailored to special popula-

to recom1mend that, drug treatment programs provide special planning ind
counselling for pregnant -wornn,,and women of child-bearing age.
Strategy 1979 encourages such planning and sensitrvity for all aPecial
populations.

The interface betWeen the crimintl justice system and treatment will be(
continued and treatment alternatives to incarceration will be supported.
The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration currently opettes three
programs: Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime (TASC), Treatmentwand
Rehabilitation for Addicted Prisoners' (TRAP), and the Correctional

.Programs Standards Implementation erogram (Drug/Alcohol Treatment).
A recent independent evaluation of the TASC program has produced a
number of favorable, findings on the effeptiveness of that program. The
Bureau of prisons currently operates Drug Abuse Units and AlcohOl
Treatment Units in the 38' Federal correctibnal institutions, as well as
three chemical Alittse Units. Training will- be developed for criminal
justice personnel to increase their ,understanding of community drug abuse
and to encourage agreements between the criminal justice and drug abuse
treatment systems to enhance closer working 'relationshipi. This strategy
underlines

1

that all Federalprograms providing medical s2r_viicesto( incar-
cerated narcotics addicts shetltd provide a full rage of- humane treat-
ments, and Local officials responsible for maintaining jails should be
encouraged to do so as well.

Finally, for the "non-traditional" client, Federal treatment strategy
emphasizes increasing the sensitivity to drug_ abuse issues within the
general health and social service delivery systems.. Adequate treatment for
drug abusers must be available in the delivery System that is most ap-
propriate for them.

For; example, Federally-funded Community Mental Health Centers
(CMHC's) are required to provide a program Of prevention, treatment and
rehabilitative services to populations with drug abuse problems in rtheir
service area unless they can document that no such need exists or that it
is otherwise beirig met. Improvement of the drug abuse component of
the CMHC's is-urgently needed, includiswraining in how to differentiate
drug abuse from drug misuse, how .to refer clients to drug abuse services,
and when and how to provide the client with treatment within the CMHC.
Strategy 1979 strongly/supports such cooperative efforts ti improve
services for drug a6users' and misusers. within the CMHC's, as-does the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration/National Insti-
tute on, Mental Health/National Institute on Drug Abuse Task Force
which 'has been established to study the issue and to make and implement
'recornmendotions,
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C. Federal Strategy for Training

tie uate finanein mechanisms for treatment in any setting are
.
also

necessary. Financing for the medically-related services to a users s ou

be linked to the financing mechanisms of the rest of .the health care

delivery system.
It is encouraging to note that recent long-term fótlow-up studies have

shown that the Federal commitment to providing treatment for drug

abuvers has been successful.* While experiencefias taught us not to expect

total, immediate abstinence at the result of drug abuse treatment, the

evidence demonstrates that, with each succeeding treatment experience

'the clierit is able to° sustain a socially productive lifestyle for' longer

periods of time. Favorable Changes are found in all of the outcome

measures which include illicit drug use, alhol consum9tion, employment

and criminality. .

A wide variety of service organizations and high quality personnel are

essential to effectis service delivery. Paraprofessional resources should

be developed and fully utilized. The Strategy encourages the associations

of par*rofessional health practitioners to include drug and alcohokreat-

ment cobrIes in. their Curricula and certification requirements. The

Strategy supports efforts tO work with States to upgrade the skills of drug

treatment paraprofessionals and life-experienced professionals.througtL

in-service training so that theycan obtain appropriate credentials. Highly

qualified nurses should most certainly be incorporated into future training

plans. NIDA is developing training courses, and will disseminate to. the

States successful models which suggest criteria for granting these

credentials:
The training straf6y also emphasizes that efforts to improve drug and

alcohol abuse education currently.underway in one,-third of the nation's

medical schools should be expanded to all schools. The Federal Govern-

merrt will continue tO work with the American Medical Association, the

National Board ofeMadical Examiners, and the specialty boards toward

these goals, and will continue to support efforts to include specific ques-

.
tions related to alcohol in Compl-ehensive 9ualifying ExaminatiOns.

,

*For additional information, see "Evaluation of Drug Abuse Treatment Based-on First.,

Year Follow-Up; National Follow-Up Study of Admissions to Treatment in the DARR..

During 1962-72", pUblished. in 1978, NIAAA Service Research MonOgraph of the

Departmen; of Health, Education: and Welfare based on a grant to the Institute of

Behaviorial Research, Texas.Ctristian University.
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Stratetly 1979 underlines the ;importance of relevant, coordinated
research, with an assessment and dissimination mechanism. The Secretary
of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has called fbr and
is developing principles, for research planning so that a national health
research strategy can be developed in 1979, Strategy 1979 'strongly

..apdorsés such research coordination, and partiCularly supports 'the on-
going efforts-to cocirdina4 and collaborate among the three institutes
of the Alcohol, .Drug Abuse, and Mentar Health Administration
(ADAMHA) -the National. Institute on Drug Abuse (N IDA), the National
Institute on Mental Health (NIMH) and the National Institute for Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism (N IAAA).

Strategy 1979 encourages mechanisms to revie-w and assess the research
of NI DA, NIMH 'and NIAAA to determine the additional questions that
need to be 'asked in order to gain an accktrate understanding of renarch
problems and results. The inclusion of ether health and social science
discipline's and of member's of ethnic minorities in the review group is
advisable to ensure, the relevance and applicability of research to other
agencies dealing with human development and special populations.

Finally, the Strategy suggests a review of health dat&systems for scope,
validity and.reliability, and recommends a study of opportUpities for
coordination, consolidation and standardization. For example, NIDA and
NIAAA, with.,NIMH concurrence, are developing a workable approach fpr
establishing a joint substanceabuse client data system.

E. Federal Strategy for Eirevention

= Strategy 1979 defines prevention .in positive terms, A methods of
promoting healthy development both physically and socially. Although it
'IV attractive to talk about prevention in,terms of preventing the specific
undesirable behavj,or associated with drug abuse, it Is not a realistic way
to conceptualize, "prevention". Drug abuse, like juvenile delinquency,
does not occur in a vacuum; it occurs within a general behavioral context.
WhA we talk about prevention we must think in terms of promoting
healthy alternatiyes to replace a wide variety of undesirable behaviors
whith may include drug abuse.

Prevention focuses on groups or individuals before observable health or
behavior problems come to the attention of parents, peers, Rducators or
employers, and during the onset of these problems: in tile drug abuse
field, prevention is concerned most with the non-users, experimenters and
recreational users. Because ,the onset of inappropriate drug use usually
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occurs early in life and because new learningp skiBs are most easily

developed at this stage, the young are the primary target oil prevention

strategies.
The latest survey dita suggest that the vast majority of young people

are at some time presented with an opportunity to experiment with some

kind of abusable mind-altering substance. In that sense, most AMerican

young people must be considered to be potenlially vulnerable and there-

fore should be the legitimate target of prevention activities. -

Key elements of prevention are: .

focus on rewarding a positive non-drug-using lifestyle, rather than

an emphasis on punishing drug,use.
--The provision of healthier and more attractive Iternatives to drug

use.
-Proarams to develop an individual's ability to rely on his own Inner

resources, skills and experiences; the individual's constructive relationship

with his parents or.laMily; and his relationship with his peers, school and

community. -

Reliance on peers, parents, schools and the community as the most

effective channel for informing and guiding young people.
The provision of clear, factual, honest and relevant information atout

drugs, with special materials developed for parents, for teachers, and .

young adults.
Planning and developing material for ,the special challenges facing

women, ethnic minorities, the poor, the elderly, those in rural areas, and .

other special populations.'
-An evaluation component included as part of every preventton effort

The Federal role in prevention is necessarily limited, becausesach com-

munity mutt develop prevention programs wliich are teleimnt anthap-
prorliate for its own unique,conditions. The Federal Qovernmerit, how-

ever, will, support State and local, efforts to find effective drug abuse

prevention prograrhs within the broad conceptuill frameWork of providing

positive plternatiVes and effective programs fOr youth. The goal of the
Pederal involvement in drug abuse prevention has been, and will in:
creasingly be, to help local community groups learn how to utilize local

resources; to.stimulate and respond to a community's awareness of ethnic,

regional or other needs; to distribute examples of successful prevention

programs and to 'encourage coordination between 'drug abuselprevention,
'4

alli ed prevention, and youth service programs.,
The Strategy will emphasize prevention coordination among the in-

volved Federal agencies, and evaluation and research. The Strategy sup-.

ports activities to review fhe existing authorities and resources currently

specified by various agencies for "prevention" programs for young people,

to ascertain the extent to which the program philosophies and funding
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criteria can be' better defined,' coordinated, and if needed, reorganized.
For example, the Dfiew he undertaken a major review of tota1preven-

.. tion activities in all health and.health-related fields. This review has been
'underway since the' beginning of 1978 and is part of the new emphasis
on behavior arKQealt0 which is underAay throughout the.Public Health

The evaluation of prevention iirograms is an essential aspect of the
Federal Strategy, as illustrated by NIDA's efforts to develop methodol-
ogies to evaluate the ithpact 'of prevention programming, both centrally
and at Stpte levela. NIDA is also emphasizing and providing support for
similar State efforts. FDA, in its capacity of licit drug regulator, is in the
process of developing new approaches to monitoring trends in legitimate
drpg.use, abuse and misuse.

Research on possible causes of drug abuse and on the differ-
ential characteristics of users and, non-users will be encouraged.
Evaluation of preventicfh strategies and programs through prbcess, out-
come And impact studies can be improved dramatically with an increased
comnffiment to intensified measurement and particularly to long-term
evaluation. The emphasis on evaluation should extend to progeams for the
prevention of alcohol abuse, cigarettes smoking, juvenile delinquency,

.mental illness, and other social prbblems.
NIDA is currently funding fou; broad studies on prevention strategies

and two studies on the interrelationships between drug use and the
changing variables which affect this use..These efforts are encouraged.

F. The Military Sector

All of the concerns and approaches to prevent drug abuse end
treat the abusers among the population at larbe haye a special urgency
in the U.S. Armed Forces. In the military sector, even low-level recrea-
tional drug use has, greater potential for harm and national hazard. The .

Strategy recognizes the special needs of the military services for a force
that is capable of maintaining high and consistent levels of readiness and
job performance.

To maintain tliis high state of readiness in the military requips a
4

reliable and sensitive system of drug monitoring and assessment, incentives
for servicemen and wornen to enter treatment and' rehabilitation aro-`.
grams, carefully drawn policies regarding penalties for the use and misuse
of drugs, and a treatment and rehatillitation system- designed primarily
to return military personnel to duty as fully functioning memt?prs ofthe
Armed Forces. During the past year, the Department of Defense (DoD)
and the ieparate military departments have been involved in a comprehen-
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sive evaluation of their drug abuse assessment efforts. As a result of this
on-going review, the DoD has instituted a number of initiatives which are
designed to improve the overall effort of the military services against the
continuing problem oldrug abuse. They include:

The development of a more refined drug abuse,assessment system to

iiiclude the development of a DoD-wjde survey of drug abuse;
An investigation into the performance and readiness levels resulting

from drug abuse;
A reappraisal of the minimum drug abuse education reqyirements for

all members of the armed services;
A review of criteria for measuring treatment ahd rehabilitation success

as used by each of the services and other Federal agencies designed -to
result in 'development of a standard criteria for success in drug abuse
treatment to be used by the Department cf Defense; and

.L-The increase of DoD and headquarters military department 'drug

abuse officials visitations to the military field activities.
The improvement of measures for detecting drug abusers in the

military populations to include the establishment of minimum urine
testing levels and the examination of portable test kits for the det tion of -

possible drug use in a number of various envirohments.
-An increase in the DoD headqyarters drug abuse staff and a review of

the adequacy of the Mijitary Departments' staff and resources.
The establishment of a Berlin Task Force to bettec coorOinate and .

operate ttie anti-drug abuse prografn in that city..
A review and upgFIi9 where necessary of the drug abuse programs

for DoD civilians and military dependents oversea.
--A review of the adequacy of the Military Depailitnents law enforce-

Ment staffs and efforts.
-The Strategy recommends continued development and refinement of

the drug monitbring and assetsment efforts, with particular emphasis on
improved measures for drug abuse identification and treatment Outcomes.

Each military service-will continue to carry out its responsibilities in these

areas and the DoD s ail coordinate 'military .drUg abuse control activities ,
With other Federal an vilian agencies at home and abroad.

IV. Domestic Drug Law Enforcement
A

Dimestic drug law enforcemeat or domestic' supply reduction is a key`
part of the Fedoral drug abuse prevention and control program. The major
objectives of dru*g law enforcement are: to reduce the supply of illegal
drugs; 'to control the supply of legally manufactured drugs in order to
prevent diversion into illegal channels; and to achieve the highest possible
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level of risk for dr0 trafficking by investigatifig major --;.1Ata trafficking
organizations 'and securing sufficient evidence so that successful prosecu-
tions can be brought which, will lead to prison terms for the violators and
the forfeiture of\ their' asiets. In addition, a strong domestic drug law en-
forcement program convinces other nations of, our national commitment
to control drug abuse, adds toour 9-edibility in international negotiations,
and encourages other nationsltp coOperate' with us in achieving our inter-
national goals: Strategy 1979 recognizes that domestic supply reduction
efforts have the most deterrent impact on new or experimental users of
drugs.

There are two major areas of drug law enforcement activities: at the
borders, and within the United States proper.

A. Federal Strategy at the Border

6 .

The land, sea and air borders of the United States, including ports of
,.entry, provide a unique opportunity for illegal drug interdiction. A policy

review of Federal border management conducted in,1977 found that there
--itis significant overlap and duplication of effort ,ri"bor inspection and

patrolling activities. The revieW recommended a bonsolid ion of the U.S.
Customs S'ervice and the Immigration and Natuatization Service into a.
border management agency to provide more effective border control
through a central management of key/border functions and resources. o

Such a reorganization Would further set' the foundation for improving all
border management functions. The President's Reorganization Project in
the Office of Management and Budget is currently developing an ap-
propriate reorganfiation plan based on this recommendation. Strategy
1979 strongly supports all efforts to strengthen the- border interdiction ,

effort to prevent illegal entry of drugs into this country.
.

Development of a comprehensive border strategy is a long-term goal.
qtrategy 1979 underlines the need for ,full cooperation and coordination
among Federal border law enforcement agencies and with other Federal;
State and local agencies. Border control should be approeched as a co-
ordinated Federal effort, and not as separate, autonomous activities.

Cooperative efforts which capitalize,' on the full capabilities of the
Federal, State and, local law enforcement authoritare an integral part
of the Federal border strategy. Current coordinited efforts to curtail
illegal drug trafficking in the Southeastern United States are a ugood
example of cooperation. There has been growing.concern over the illegal '

drug trafficking in marihuana and cocaine into and through Florida and
other States along the astern baboard and Gulf Coast. Originating in
South America and Caribbean cguntries, huge quantities of marihuana



are being smuggled by sea and air4Tnto the Linked States. Statistics from
all Sources indicate that approximately 5.6 million pounds of marihuana,
were seized from October 1, 1977 through September 30, 19.78, com-
pared:to less than 1.5 million pounds seized during the sam'e period last

year while seizures.of multi-ton loads are commonplace, they represent
only a small fraction of the'rnarihuana entering the U.S. The amount of
cocaine seized,also has increased significantly. Federal, State and local law
enforcement agencies and prosecutors in Florida report beiiag overloaded

with pending drug bases.
Th'e U.S. economy is directly affected by the large sums of money

paid to the sources of the drugs. The financial dealings connected with the
illegal drug 'traffic through .South Florida alone are estim'ated et several
billion dollars a year.* It is repotted that corporations, sponsored by
illegal drug profits, have been set up to purchase businesses to provide the
mechanism for placing the illegal profits back into legitimate channels.

The potential fof a tnifjor expansion of criminal organizations and corrup-

tion is.obvious.
In response to the need for ag gressive coordinated action, the nis-

tration established a working group fo develop a specific law enfo nt
initiative. The group includes the Drug Enforcement Administration
(DEA), the Criminal Division Of the Department of Justice, the U.S.
Customs Service, the U.S. Coast Guard, and the Department of State, with
consultation from other involved Departments. It developed a comprehen-

sive response to drug smUggling in the Southeastern U.S. while placing a'
continuing ertiphasis on seeking longer-term solutions throughlegislative,
judicial and diploinatic initiatives.

It is recognized that indreased seizures alone cannot stop the large

volume of drOgs entering the U.S., therefore,,efforts designed to penetrate

and disrupt the organized criminal groupyengaged in illegal drug traffick-
ing will coruinue to receive greater emp ems.

Border enforcement agenpies will be charged with increasing their'
cooperative efforts in enforcing existin laws and regulations governing
the flow of carriers, persons and goods across the borders of the United
States. We will seek more stringent application of criminal, civil and
administrative sanctions against violators. New lelislation, such et 'art
amendment to the Bank Secrecy Act which will make it against the law
to attempt to transfer unreported money outside of \the U.S., will be
considered to strengthen the authorities of the border enforcement
agencies.

*On the basis of street value of marihuana seizu4s alone, this sum exceeds $1.5

billion.
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Strategy 1979 places greater emphasis upon interdiction at the borders
based upon prior information. To make this possible, we wig seek a
greater-volume of liable and timely drug-related information 'for use by
border enforcement enc kis. /

Strategy 1979 un rlines the Tole of technology in the detection'
capabilities of the bor er enforcement agencies. Research activities and
application of technolo y will be emphasized. The detection, tracking
and communications re t urces of the Armed Forces, insofar as statutes -
and regulations will' p rrnit, should be utilized to complement thee
capabilities of the civil iari agencies.

.

Finally, the Federal st
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within the United States

1. The Federal Role Irug law enforcement within the borders of the
Uniteti States is carried 4ut by Federal, State and local law enforcement
agencies.. Although seve al agencies are involved, the December 1977\
policy review supported single ptirpose lead agenCy for the enforcement

'of all Federal narcotics I ws. Therefore, Strategy 179 supports the con-
tinuation of DEA as th lead agency for the enforcement of these laws.
Close cooperation amon the Federal investigative agencies, the Criminal
Division of the Depart ent of Justice, the United States Attorneys, and
the border interdiction forces is necessary"to fully effect thii strategy. For
maximum effectiveness, the program should concentrate on each leVel of
the tllegal distribution hain. The strategy against illegal supply systems
involves attackingle systems at every possible point: at the wholesale
level, wtiether the-drugs are smuggled or diverted from legal channels; inI,

inters te commerce; and at the street level where drugs are delivered by
the dealer tothe user.

,

The Federal investigative agencies will place primary emphasis on
inuestigating, arresting and providing sufficient evidence to prosecute
Major violators of drug and drug-related statutes, focusing on those
traffickers at the top of the organizations. State and locel- agencies will
concentrate on the local violations in their area.
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Federal agencies will' continue eir cooperation wfr6tate and loyal
agencies, and will participate in State and Iat law nforcement Opere*,..-

tions When appropriate. within the ,constraints of resources and.priPrities.
State and local agencies will be encouraged to participate in approPriate

Federal Operations. This coordination and cooperation:with State and
local law enforcement officials on mutual drug enforcement efforts will
enhance sUchi.efforts by exPI i tial interstate and international .

inyestigations beyond local jur sdiction and resources.. ,..
DEA will continue its cooperative. efforts with State and local govern-

ments by continuing programs such as the DEA/State 'and Local. Task

Forces and the Diversion Investigation Units. In addition, the Federil
agencies will continue their support to state and local authorities in the
form of intelligence gathering, information exchange, financial support,
training, logistics and technology. .

.Cooperation among Federal agencies w'll also be stressed. All law
enforcement agencies with a potential role lay will be involved. Joint--
efforts; such as the- DEA/FBI task forces agatt organized crime, will be ,
evaluated to determine their effectiveaess. .-. , .

Strategy. 19.79 will place increased emphasis on the prosecution , of
major Violators under the.. Controlled Substances Act °and Conspiracy
Laws. Federal Iltw enforcement will employ 'undercover 'and informant'
techniques in an attempt-to- build strong, substantive caset and will use
these mei as the basis for conspiracy and other major violations (either
actual, on-going, or propoied) which 'will; When successfully prosecuted,
shUt .down important traffiaing netWorks. The Federal effort directed
at major traffickers-and .the heads of major trafficking organizations mUst
emphasize the utilization of conspiracy laWs with-Title III investigations,
when apprapriate, and the application of the Continuing Criminal Enter-
prise sanctio: Within this framework, thetefore, the immobilization of
the trafficking networks must involve not only the direct attack on the
substanth'm channel but .also the essential supporting advisory, financial

And logistical elements. DEA, State and localpolice,'-and other investiga-
tive bodies,Will cooperate in..the investigation and intelligence-gathering

aspects' of these cases. They-Will emphasize information sharing, planning ,.-

and legal preParation for prosecution. 1. .

Strategy 1919 also places' increased eMphasis op investigations of the
financial. 'aspects of drug traffiCking. These investigations, involving DEA,

the FBI, the.Customs Service, the. IRS, the Crirninal Division and the U.S. ,
uned it . tbe Identification and prOsetution of u0

'echelon traffickers'and financiers, generally iselateei- rom,,,t a 'w .1-
viPlations of , its various cdnipiracy, raCketeering, cur;*ency contro and

tek lawt.,':
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2. Prosetution and Penalties. The prosecution and sentencing of drug
law violators is a critical part of the ederal enfoitement strategy. U.S.
Attorneys in 22 cities have aricr will cbntinue to use special teams of

4.).attorneys and support staff to coordinate investigations and prosecutions
of major drug violators. Federal agencies will make greater use of civil and

01, administrative penalties where "criminal prosecution is inappropriate or
unattainable. Such penalties will be imposed in addition to criminal
penalties when warranted.

In additiop, the professional and business associations of organiiatione
oar professions related to drugs will be encouraged to intensify the moni-
toring of their prdiessions and industries, and to impose swift and ade-
,
gate penalties upqn those members who violate their codes of ethics,
li'via or regulations.

3."Control of Legally Manufactured Drugs. Those agencies responsible
for licensing and regulating the manufacture, distribution and dispensing .
of legally producid controlled drugs will intensify their efforts, and focus

on tip upper levels of the drtig distribution chain. State and local agencies
should coracentraie on local retail violators. Inspections and audits will

be concentrated more heavily on problem drug manufacturing and dis-
tribution facilities to uncover violations of law and regulation. More
stringent application of penalties to these violators will be employed,
including increased emphasis on, prosecutions under the civil statutes. ,

Specific problem areas will tontinue to be targeted. For example, as part
of an Administrative' initiative to redUce the morllicky and 'mortality
associated with barbiturate use, the Drug Enforcergent Administration,, in 1978, conducted audits of all 120 barbiturate manufacturers in the ,

Unitea Sta,tes. .

.

... In addition to inspections tof cprrently authorized manufacturers and
distributors, new applicants for registration Jrittst be" Subjected to a pre-
registrant investigation to ensure tloir oegistration is consistent with
public health, and safety.

Annual' prodluction quotas for Schedule II controlled substances, based.
'-i, legitimate medical n e eds, continue.to be aimed at preventing over-
roduction thereby red cing the quantities of dangerous drugs available

for nonmedical uies. mailer inventories>cernbined with strict enforce- .

ment of security requirements, will help reduce the potential for diiiersion
of legally-produced drugs inito illicit phannels. Recent -studies have sbown
that diversion at the mandfacture level has beeniminimal compared to,

.

diver:slog at the retail or practitioner level.
While Federal emphasis will-be at The: upper-leYel of the distribution

chain, assistance to State and local agencies to impact retail level diversion .

: is vital tb the Federal strategY. The 'Federal Government will, therefore,

4:
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cOntinue to provide information, financial support, training and tech-
nology to the State and local agenciet to reduce thu s. kind of diversion.,

Sixteen Diversion Investigation Units 1DIU's) are currently in effect to,*
control legitimately manufactured drugs at the State level. Four of these
units were established in 1978 with Federal seed-funding through to-
operative agreements. This type of seed-funding will be used to continue
expansion of the DIU program. Additional support to the State and local
governments will include supplying investigative leads at the retail level
and support to State agencies in Fnaking necessary changei to upgrade
their efforts..

Using the statutory authority ,to schedule drugs which 'have abuse
poteritial, drugs found to be abused will be controlled by placing them in
the appropriate drug schedule. Drugs, already- scheduled as 'controlled
substances wiR be placed in higher schedults where stricter controls are
found to be necessar,/. This will increase enforcement .priority and
prosecutive follow-up.

4. Clandestine Manufacture. The clandestine manufacturing of illicit
drugs in the United States continues to pose serious enforcement prob-
lems requiring special investigative techniquqs and &sources. The animal
tranquilizer and hallucinogpn, phencyclidine .(PCP), has replaced other
halrucinogens such as LSD( as the most abused ot,this type of drug. Be-
cause ,Of the serious psychological effects of 'using PCP, including at times
violent and irrational behavior, clandestine manufacturing of this drug
must receiver a major enforcement emphasis. The Drug Enforcement
AdmInistretion will continue its Special Action Office/PCP program and
continue its efforts to involve the legal manufacturers of precursor chemi-
cals in the voluntary reporting of unusual or excessive orders. Because of
the importance placed on suppression of the clandestine manufacturing
of this drug, other issues,, including scheduling and legislative actions and
requests, are dealt with in depth in a special PCP section of this, report.

V. The International Program
International cooperation 'is essential .if we are to reduce the harm

caused by drug trafficking and abuse in the United States, and assist other
'countries with their drug abuse problems. More and more nations world-

_ wide are 'perceiving_ the seriousness %f drug abuse problems and consider
themselves victims of drug abuse and trafficking. 'Increasingly, nations are
plaCing a high priority on combatting illegal *drug use, production and
trafficking. Strategy 1979 places great emphasis on encouraging this
interest and working in international ,and regional fora to address these
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problems. international 'narcotics control goals have ellib become an
integral D'art of bilateral relations Conductedsby theDepartment of.State.

OnlY within the past few years has narcotics become bne of the major

aspects of our bilateral diplomicy in key producing countries, and
Strategy 1979 supports the continuation of this emphasis. Strategy 1979

continues-to accord the Department.of State the coordination and policy
retponsibility for all international narcotics effort). The State Department

is fulfilling.these 'international narcotics control reSponsibilities through a'

newly cretted Bureau, under the direction pf the Assistant Secretary-Of

State for International Narcotics Matters,
Oar international program has several major objectives: to reduce the

production .or trafficking in herbin,. the moit dangerous drug pharma-
cologically entering thp United States; 'to reducv the greatest cpsantities

of illicit drugs at their source; to' prevent illegal drugs from entering the'
U.S. while assisting other nations to stengthen their own drug contrpr,
capabilities; to reduce the illegal prodUction and trafficking of the most'

,clangerous drugs by increasing the risks; to,redbce Production and traffick-

ing df the drugs which provide the greatest financial incentive and support

.the networks which traffic drugs into the U.S.; to ensute a balanced,

orderly interQational Market for licit narcotic drugs needed fOr medical

and scientific purposes; and to dei/elop within the international com-
munity higti priority.for cooperative drug abuse treatment Ind prevention,

as well as drug control effor6.
Strategy 1979 will rely heaVily on diplomacy to achieve U.S. objectives,

with particular attention to countries in whiCh narcotics are produced.or
trans-shipped as well as those in a position to provide financial and other

forms of assistance to the international control of narcotics. This diplb-

mptic effort ISsupported with.foreign'assistanCe funds appropriated to the

Department of State by the Congress for internationalanarcotics control.

The important anti-narcotics activities of Pederal law enforcement
agencies abroad . must be fully integrated with and supported by the

diplomatic effort.
Strategy 1979 will continue to direct U.S. international program

resources into, four primary areas to achieve narcotics control objectives.

These areas are: (1) efforts to reduce illicit narcotic supplies at their

soUrces;. (2) participation in international drug control organizations;
(3) cooperation with foreign narcotics enforcement agenciei; and (4)

international drUg abuse treatment and prevention.
1
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A. Efforts to Reduce Supply at the Source

, First, we will stress efforts to reduce the supply of illicit drugs at their
source. The plants that produce apne of the drugs we are most concerned
with heroin, cocaine, and to a largejegree marihuana .grow in foreign
countries. The laboratories for procRing these drugs are overseas while
the flow of drugs into this country passes through many nations. In-
creasingly, the people of source, as well as destination cOuntries, are
experfencing.drug problems.of their own.

There are ten countries in t .world which we view as top', priority
targets for diplomatic, econbmic and technical cooperation in an atteMpt
to work with the gOvernmtints to reduce the production of drugs. More
than a hundred other nations figure significantly in our international drug'
initiatives, but these ten are the major sources of "problem drugs." (The
figures given below ere, of course, estimates of production.)

Burma: Approximately 500 metric tons of illicit opium are produced
'every year; froni this amount an Eistimated 20 tons of opium are processed

into 2 tons of heroin which are largely directed to the U.S. market..1-
t Thailand and Laos: Approximately 50 tons of opium are produced in
each country annually.

Mexito:. Approximately 50 tons of opium ,are prOducedsof which' 40 -

tons are converted to 4 tons of,heroki, most of which makes its way into
the Unites) States.

c Afghanistan and Pakistin: A combined 800-1000 metric tons of oriium
,are produced each year, most Jof which is consumed within the region.

Bolivia and Peru: Appoximately 55,000 Metric tons of coca leaf can
be produced.11t is eslimated that 19 tons of Cocaine produced from
th is amount pre annually availabl or the illicit U.S: market.

Equador ihnd Colombia: Thv major processing and trafficking coun-
tries fortte cocaine flow.to U.S:; extremely large quantities of mari-
huana are oduced tolom ia.

. -
In most o the ountriek the pro duction and local consumption of

opium or coca leaves are old raditions arid integral parts of the culture
and economy pf the nation. The production of these drug cropiprOvides
an imporrWsource of income to farmers in many Of the develbped
countries. For Many, these, crops provide their only cash, income: Only
Mexico, -among tha opium-producing nations does not have an extensive
history of poppy cultivation and opium use:

Strategy 4919 'supports_a _range of approaches involving:the- United
States in partnership with .Other countries and the international organize-
tioni to reduce the supply of drugs at their source.
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1, Diplomatic Initiatives. Through existing foreign pialicy mechanisms,'
American political, economic and moral influence 41 used to encourage
internitional narcotiCs cottrol cooperation, High-levil 'U.S. political and
diplomatic representations to foreign governments by both the ExecutiVe
Branch and $he Congress have been instrumental' in increasing fbreign
commitment to intern tional narcotics control cooperatiOn. For example,
tWo yeah ago, narco4cs control represented only a small part of U.S.
bilateral ',relations witli, Coalombia; yet today, is a result of intensive
diplomatic efforts, narcOtics control is key to bilateral relations with that
country. Similar bilateral .diplomatic efforts have resolted in ,raising
narcotics control cooperation to primary importance in U.S. relations
with other countries, such as Burma, Thailand and Mexico. Strategy
1979 will conti to explore Ways to use political and diplomatic in-
fluence to furt International narcotics control objectives.

2. 'Eradication. Crop eradication has proven to be the most efficient
and cost-effective way to reduce the illegal cultivation in those countries

..which do not have an extensive history of poppy cultivation end 'opium .

use. In those_countries crop eradication is the most efficient imiY to curtail
the entry ,of narcotic drugs into the international market place. When ,
asked to do so and when consistent with U.S. law, the United States will
consider appropriate assistance to ioreign governments in their attempts
to eradicate illegal drugs within their countries. When drug cultivation is a
traditional part of a country's culture and economics and supports a large ,

number of otherwise law abiding farmers, rural development and crop
substitution are the first stages of a program to reduce sUpply at the
source, and may lie combined.with, a eradication prograni.

The , opium eradicationprogram n Mexico provides an example of
success. The eradication program, started in late 1973 as A cooperative
U.S.-Mexican effort, .in which the .U.S., provided technicel, assistance and

..
equipment for the opium eradication, hashed a progressive impact on the,
American heroin.problen .. .

Mekico has been the major 'supplier of heroin for the U.S. market sift.)
the early years of this decade: Since the inception of the eradication
program in Mexico, the hiroin abuse indicators in the U.S. have begun to
decline. Heroin availability in the U.S. is at the lowestlevel in seven years,
with a national average retail purity of 4.2 percent ared a price of $1.96
per miligram pure. Heroin overdose deaths in 1977 are. down 63% from
1976. As mentioned earlier this, represents 1,000 fewer heroin overdose

-,--4eaths-1049771-than-in-1-976. During4h4s-samt-time,periôdvemergency-
..

room episodes have,declined- by 40%. The latest data indicate a decline
in the U.S. heroin addict 'population from 540,000 in 1976 to 450,000
in 1978. I

, .1,,,
t,
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3. Rural Dvelopment. The U.S..will encourage and support, where

4 possible, programs to replace illicit diug crops with other crops or activi-

ties that provide adequate and stable incomes for the people in the grow-

1 ing regicins. These regions are typically among the least developed areas

of:narcotics peoducing countries and almost always melt the criteria for

outside assistance.
Integrated rural development is, however, a costly and long-term

respOnse well beyond 'the resources which have been appropriated specifi-

cilly fof the international narcotics contrOl program. Assisted by the

Agency for Mternational Diyelopment (AID) and the UA. Department ccf

Agriculture (USDA), the Department of State conlinues to support crop

substitution research, pilot extensiOn efforts, and rural development

projects to determine what these programs may accomplish on a along?

term, fully-supported basis. If these pilot projects demonstrate suffi-

,.cient promise consideration will be given to providing integrated rural
development assistance on a large scale in primary, narcotics producing

areas. Moreover, these same projects can be used to demonstrate ta

various international financial institutions, development organizitions,.

and other nations the feaiibility of investing their resources in the inte-

grated rural development effort.
Therefore, on a bilateral basis, the U.S. continues to encouraoe

deVelopment assistanCe in primary narcotics-producing areas as a means
bf providing alternatives to opium poppy and coca bush cultivation. The'

Agency for International Development is currentls) involved in such

,projects in Thailand and Bolivia and, will be considering similar programs

in other producing countries.
Paralleling the U.S. 'efforts, the United Nations_ Fund for Drug Abuse .

Control (UNFDAC).has supported pilot projects in. Thailand, Pakistan and .
Afghanistan and 'has begun to develop specific plans which could be- \
funded by multilateral institutions such as the U.N. Development Program.'

(liNDP) and; the International Financial Institutions.- These projects

would assist lthe farmers, who have become dependent on narcotics
4. producing crops; in redUcing their reliance on this particular source of

income.
The Administration has .consulted Western European and other in-

dustrialized nations regarding the possibility of providing technical and
financial assistance for narcotics controllefforts in those lesser developed

- countries and regions where illicit narcotics are produced. Certain
European countries, primarily the Scandinavian countries and the Nether-

lands, have accepted the principle that integrated rural development irr
priMary narcotic-producing regions is an appropriate use of their foreign

developmerIal assistance funds. The Federal Govirnment Will encourage
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the acceptance of this foreign developmental approach in its discussion
with other developed countries and international assistance organizations. -

4 Strategy 1979 recognizes not only the need to identify substitute crops,
but also the need for integrated rural, development efforts to create the
social and economic infrastructure in which they can be produced. As
farmers acquire the knowledge and the means with which to grow alterna-
tive crops Or to licquiYe alternative non-agricUlture means of livelihood,
it will be increasingly important to apply enforcement measures aimed at
halting the cultivation of narcotics as governments are required to do
under the international treaties.

The role that the U.S. plays in various international aid donor consortia
provides another vehicle for supborting projects in narcotics-growing
rigions through relating commitmet_of' development funds to narcotics "
control efforts.

4. Anti-narcotics Provisions for International Lending. The United
States reprgsentatiOes, to the loan commjttees of the Regional Develop:
ment Banks and other international financial institutions will- use their
votes and influence to (1) encourage well designed rural development and
income substitution projects in countries which now produce dangerous
drugs; and (2) ensure that assistance is not used to foster the growth of
crops sucbes coca and opium.

Where appropriate, U.S. representatives to institutions such as the
World Bank, the Asian Development Bank (ADB), the African Develop-
ment Fund (AFDF). and the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB),
will support loan 'provisions making assistance co9ditional upon the
borroWer's agreement not to assist narcotics production in any way. This
past year, U.S. efforts have been largely, responsible for the inclusion of
such a provision in an upcoming ADB loatioto Afghaniitan.

fferts with international financial institutions are a barticularly
promising part of the Strategy. Strategy 1979 will emphasize meeting with
other bilateral and multilateral funding sources to promote projects in
narcotics producing regions to reduce the reliance of farmers on these
illegal crops.

B. Participation-in International Drug
Control Organizations

The :united States will place a high priority on participating in inter-
fistional organizations and activities which further the cause of global
health and control of drugs, and will encourage other governments to
work with Us in these agencies.
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Numerous international organizations 'and institutions contribute to
control efforts involving both licit and illicit narcotks. Agencierworkingr-
within' the framework of the United Nttions, such as the International
.Narcotia Control 'Boaril (INCB), the Commission on Narcotic Drugs
(CND), the Division of Narcotic Drugs (DND), and the United Nations
Fund for Drug Abuse Control (UNFDAC), are already actively addressing
worldwide .narcotics-related problems. The United States will centinue
its efforts to strengthen the'se organizations and give them a greater r'ole
in international narcotics control, as well as continue our financial support
for the work of the U.N. and its specialized agencies. At the same time,
the Federal Strategy will seek to increa4e participation of other inter-
national organizations in drug abUse control. Particular attention will be
given to encouraging the U.N. Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), .

the U.N. Development Program (UNDP), UNESCO, the Customs Co-
operation Council (CCC) and the World Health Organization (WHO) to
devote fUll attentin and, where appropriate, additional resOurces to
international narcotics control.

Thecontrol of production and trade of narcotics, particUlarly opiates,
for licit medical purposes is an important activity of these international
organizations,,'particularly ,the International Narcotics Control Board.
Orderly production and marketing is essential to ensure adequate supplies
of needed medicines ior world health needs and is important to the
economies of legitimate opiate exporting countries, such as India and
Turkey. The Federal Strategy seeks a worldwide balance of international
supply and demand from considerations of both illicit and licit use. A
large surplus in licit narcotic supplies will bring economic hardships to
producers and provide pcissible incentives for diversion into illicit chan-
nels. Yet, a shortage-of supply will result in needless suffering by those
in legitimate medical need of narcotic-derived drugs.

World. licit narcotic supplies currently exceed demand which presents
a situation with substantial political, economic and law enforcement
implications for bdth producers and consumers. In response to intense'
international concern last year, the U.S., after careful interagency co-
OrdinatiOn and review, decided to refrain from commercial production
of Papaver bracteatum,"a plant which can be used to produce narcotics,
so as not to .further ,exacerbate existing over-supply of narcotic raw
mattrials. Wg. bre also cooperating with other major consumers and the
INCB to provide producers with better estim es of our needs for nar-
cotics over the next few years.

In his 1977 Drug Abuse Message to the Congress, Pr'esident Carter urged
the prompt ratification of the Convent,ion on Psychotropic SUbstances.
Enabling legislation was enacted in 1978 and the Administration has
placed a 1-ligh priority on the prompt ratificaVon of the Treaty itself. This

,9 .
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Is an important elerkent of the Federal Strategy. Federal narcotics control
Strategy continues go give high priority to U.S. adherence to this inter-
national agreement regulating, the production and trade in dangerous
psychotropic substances, such as bertoiturates and amphetamines; which
also have legitimate medical uses. This' is particularly important in U.S.
relations with diveloping nations where misuse of psychotropic substances
manufactured in' developed countries presents major health and social
problems.

Regional cooperation will also be emphasized. It is often more efficient
and effective for governments in a particular region to work together to
solve their common problems. The Federal Government will continue
working with regional groupings of nations to further their commitment
toward international narcotics control efforts, and to encourage the
development of new regional groups when approPriate, such as in Latin
America. The U.S. Government is already working closely with the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations and theColombo Plan in pre-
vention and,educatiOn efforts. Through support from other gOVernments

and international organizations, these regional groups can be encouraged

to expand their cooperation to indude narcotics law enforcement, as well
as health programs. International Central Police Organization (ICP0)/
Interpol has already taken a number of steps in thit area. The U.S. will
work to promote narcotics cooperation among Other regional groups such

as the Organiiation of American States` (OAS) and in Europe through the
appropriate multilateral organizations.

C.,- Cooperation with Foreign "rrcotics
Enforcement .Agenclee

The 1979 Strategy emphasizes the need to continue the strong United
States efforts in strategic overseas locitions that have been an integral

part of the current reductions in the availability of heroin., The on-site
efforts of DEA personnel as an essential element of the United States

Embessy Country Team are now enhancing the capabtlity, interest and
aotivhies of foreign enforcement officials in anti-drug trafficking efforts.

We are witnessing eVer increasing enforcement cooperation omen inter-
national scale. The continued presence of UnitelStates narcotic officials
is essential to continued development_of this spirit of cooperation and to
the development of fplly professional anti-drug trafficking programs.

We must strengthen United States cpoperation with foreign narcotics\
enforcement and customs agencies. We intend to disrupt illegal Menu-)
facturing and trafficking networks by continuing productive on-going
cooperation programs, sUch as:
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The development and sharing of intelligence and information with
foreign enforcement agencies regarding illicit drug trafficking at the
international level. . .

The planning and development of international cooperative enforce
-ment efforts for the immobilization, of key violators and trafficking
organizations on an international basis.

The development and promotion of joint prosecution efforts.
Promotion of bilateral and multilateral international cooperation in

the development of enforcement programs to control the illicit traffic in.-
drugs.

Cooperation between enforcement agencies in the documentation
and tracing of the illicit international money flow related to drug traffick-
ihg.

Encouragement of foreign officials in the development of programs
to identify laboratory operations involved in illicit .production and to
restrict the commerce in essential chemicals used in illicit drug-manu-
facturing.

Cooperation in negotiating mutual assistance treaties in criminal
matters to include an emphasis on narcotics violations.

The bilateral and multilateral cooperation aspectrof Strategy 1979 ere
long term efforts. The Strategy envisions that in the long terT, narcotics
enforcement by foreign authorities will be sufficiently strengthened and
developed to ensure 1) a more successful international cooperative effort,
2) the enhancement of their ability to act unilaterally on their domestic
enforcement activities, and 3) a concomitant reduction in -U.S. presence
overseas.

1. Foreign Enforcenzerit Assistance. U.S. Government personnel will
continue to issist foreidn law enforcement agencies with support services
aimed at identifying and stopping criminal networks and major narcotics
violators at their base of operations and at interdicting narcotics at tramit
points. In keeping with the provisions of U.S. law, U.S.. personnel
abroad will continue to refrain from direct involvement in foreign police
actions. .

A key factor in America's international narcotics law enfdrcement
program is that the U.S. agencies, prlmarily, DEA, the Criminal Division
of the Department of Justice, Customs and the Coast Guard, cooperate
with their foreign counterparts, with the guidance and support of the
Department of State. Areas for study and improvement in 1979 are:
procedures for extradition and prosecution of narcotic§ traffickers,
cooperation on enforcement matters, legal advice on the drafting of
foreign narcotics legislation and the exchange of intelligence, particularly
regarding the international moVem'ent of funds which fuel the inter-
national drug traffic.. This latter area is of particular concern, as disruption



of the tnormous cash reserves of narcotics traffiCkers will not only help'
suppresi`their illicit activities, .but twill also help return their funds to
legitimate enterprite Ind economic and social progress.

The U.S. will promote 'financial disclosure and compliance, and will

employ vffiatever- statutes and procedures are available to make illegal
drug financing subject to scrutiny, seizure and disruption.

2. Training. The U.S. Government, primarily DEA and Customs, will
continue to provide ,technical and management training-to fóreign enforce

ment personnel, through foreign assistance funding by the Department of

State, and will examine closely the results and effectiveness of such
training to ensure relevance to the' objectives of the international narcotics
control program( Training is conducted both within the United States and

abroad, and is keyed to five goals.
Upgrading the drug law enforcement Capability of foreign law en-

forcement personnel 'thrOugh training in investigative techniques and the

management of drug law enforcemilnt units.
-Motivating foreign police officials to initiate and continue higher

level drug investigations.
-Increasing cooperation and communications between foreign police

and U.S. personnel and among foreign police stationed along international

trafficking routes.
-Providing programs of specialited training to selected countries in

order to refine their already existent narcotic enforcement capabilities.
Encouraging and assisting key countries in t.he development of self-

sufficient narcotic investigative training programs.
This last point deserves special emphasis as .an exemplary case of

institution.building. For example, of the five advanced international drug

enforcement sihools Conducted in the United States during the past year,

four were designed to train instructors and training managers' from other
countries. Eighty-six officers from 27 different countries participated in

these schools.
In addition to these U.S. ,ini4ives; Strategy 1979 supports all efforts

tdrely on the international organizations such as ICPO/Interpol and the
Customs Cooperation Council for law enforcement training and the
exchange:Of information among copperating,members. U.S. international

drug coriitrol efforts, such as training, should complement the activities

of the .N. and other international organizations. Increased efforts will

be madelto encourage the expansion of international organization activity,

particul rly in those areas where these efforts wduld better serve to con-

trol the/supply of and demand for illicit drugs.
CoMmodity assistance, such as aircraft, communications equptnen-N

and 'vehicles, is an important part of foreign enforcement assista ce and
pnivides other governments with enforcement resources otherwise eyond
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their own means. Companion training and advisory services to create the
basic skills and technical infrastrUcture required for the proper use of
equipmeht provided are essential. This assistance has achieved notable
success in countries such as Blirma, Colombia, Mexico and Thailand where
seizures of, heroin, cocaine and other drugs have increased dramatically
since the inception of cooperative narcotic control efforts with the United
States..Strategy 1979 encourages such efforts and the necessary safeguards
to ensure that the assistance is used for the purposes intended.

3. Increased Cooperation and Involvemen.t Arrtong U.S. Agencies. The..
Federal Strategy underlines the need for increased cooperation amon4
U.S. agencies involved in foreign enforcement assistance and training.. The'
Strategy further emphasizes cooperation and coordinitirm in the exchange
of intelligence among the U.S. agencies, ;which could poientially con-

.- tribute to the international, program. For example, the U.S. Coast Guard,
the U.S. Custorrls Service, the Criminal Division of the Department of
Justice, the( .DEel;, and the Department of State have begun an irritiative
to improve internatiOnal cooperation in combatting veisel smuggling and
interdiction on the h1igh seas.

1

D. Internatio al Drug Abuse Treatment
and Preventl n

The U.S. will emphasize and support promising treatment and research
projects in other countries, at the invitation of and in Close cooperation
with host governments.

Strategy 1979 recognizes the import ce U.S. support for foreign
gOvernment it\litiatives to,treat and preve t drug buse, for Several reasons:

For hUmanitarian concerns, since millions f people worldwide suffer
from drug involvement;

Because our help with a foreign country's drug problem cah lead to"
that cOuntry's participation: with the U.S., in broader. programs .of inter-
national narcotics control; and

Because the continued presence of a market for illicit drugs in other
countries confounds attempts to reclUce or el imirftite production.

Target countries'for international demand:reduction efforts include
many of the drug producing: nations mentioned earlier as targets for
supply reduction, but also an increasing number of affluerl, developed
nations. Serious drug abuse problems appear 4o be developing both In
drug source countries because of ready availability, and in affluent "mar-
ket" countries. The growing heroin problem in Western Europe is a good
example. The needs of countries with well established social and welfare
Systems, of course, differ from those of lesser developed nations, and
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approaches will differ also. Developing countries may need financial
assistance to support pilot projects. fnformation sharing, liaison, and the
exchange of research and program expertise are more appropriate methods

of cooperati ith the more developed countries. . o

Drug abu e is a global problem, and Strategy 1979 recognizes fully the
interrelations ips between international and domestic aspects of ad-
dressing such abuse. It is clear that greater use of diplomatic, political,
economic, 'and law enforcement resoUrces is essential to developing
greater international commitment to narcotics control by foreign govern-
ments'and international organizations. Worldwide commitment provides

the best hope for lasting international narcotics control achievements.
Recognizing that the.international effort cannot do the job alone, Fed-
eral strategy integrates it fully with U.S. domestic programs.'

VI. Intelligence
Intelligence is a 'key element in both our international narcotics control

programsand our domestic drug law enforcement efforts. The intelligence
function encompasses the collection, production and exchange of relevant

information on drug'producers, crop production, illegal financing of .drug
shipments, traffickers, tiaffickingtworks, and other elements- of in-
formation useful for our narcotics control and interdiction strategies.

Federal strategy Wilt continue to emphasize the importance of col-
lecting, evaluating and sharing timely information which helps to support
diplomatic policy initiatives andpinpoint targets for enforcement.

The strategy underlines the importance of financial intelligence re-
vealing the details of monetary transactions of major drug traffickers.
As violations of currency and financial statutes come to light, this intelli-
gence could lead to prosecutions and convictions of traffickers who might
not themselves be directly involved in drug movement.

Specific recommendations for increasing the quality and usefulness of
financial intelligence related to the narcOtics traffic have been developed

and put into effect durirlg the past year. The Executive-Branch will there-
fore continue to: (a) increase the number of 'reports ahalyzed for the
purpose of identifying apparent criminal or questionable financial activi-

ties; (br rTilitaligics-related financial intelligence collection requirements
and coordinate the cross-training of investigators in the methodology and

use of financial intelligence; and (c) evaluate the impact of the Tax Re-
Jorm. Act of 1976 to ensure that certain provisions do not impede un-
necessarily the investigation of upper echelon narcotics traffickers and
financiers. In addition to these efforts, the EXecutive Branch will continue
to seek the valuable intelligence by-prodUcta derived from the following
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enforcement prots:,(a) Narcotics irivestigations in .whith the Racke-t

teer Influenced a d Corrupt Organizations (RICO) statute is applied;
(I?) the coordinated Justice/Treasury/State plans to negotiate mutital
assistake agreements ibith selected count* used by narcotict traffickers

as financial havins;.and (c) the IRS Narcotics Traffickers Tax Program

designed to identify and froseCute high level drug traffickers for violations

of the Federal income tedi laws.
!The strategy emphasizes die collectiOn, 'analysis and dissemination of

drug movement Intelligence which could trigger investigations leading to
the prosecutiorte and tonvictiOns of major traffickers and the immobilize-

r," floe, of their, netWorks. The strategy notes the. rOle.of the El Paso Intelli-

gence Center (ERIC) as an interagency clearinghouse for the analytis of
acquired inforMation and timely intelligence support to faCilitate inter;
national Interdiction, U.S. border interdiction and dothestic interdiction.

Strategy 1979 recoMmends an increased ttle fOr U.S. Customs in
gat4hering intelligence, for drug interdiction purposes, inCluding greater

participation of Customs, in coordination with DEA, in debriefing nar-
cotigs violators ,arrested at the U.S. borders and ports-of-efdry.' lin addi-
tion, Customs will collect iniorrnation from foreign customsliervices and
foreign trade communities on all smuggling activities, including:narcOtics.

Strategy 1979 places particUlar'eniphasis oh the need for Interagency

. coordination of drug information. During the past' year, thd narcotics
intelligence c011ection and production roles and responsibilities of the
involved agencies, havq been clefined and clarified. These agencies, which

Include the Department of.State, DEA, CustOms, the Central Intelligence

Agency (CIA), the NatiOnal Security Agency (NSA), the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS), the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), as well as the
ImMigration and Naturalization Service (INS), and the U.S. Coast Guard

'46 will continue to work together through two committees which
have been establishel to coordinate the narcotict intelligence activities
of the Executive Branch. This dual committee structUre is, designed to

ensure the complete ,separation, of U.S.-foreign intelligence activities

from any involvement domestic intelligence and law enforcement
activities. These committees (the National Narcotics Intelligence Con-

turners Committee, chaired by DEA, and the appropriate committee of

the U.S.. foreign intelligence -COmmunity), will formulate and coordinate

narcotics intelligence colleciion and produCtion 'requirements, as well as

ensure the .timelY ditseminatiOn and oialuation of information and
analytical Products. The, Federal agencies will look to these committees
for standardiied cOlfection-and production reiluirements.

During the past year, new procedures erubuidelines were dev.eloped

to permit more effective use by Federal pOlicy officials and law enforde-
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ment agencies narcotics intelligence adguired abroad t-ay U.S. foreign
.

intelligence cies. . ,
,

Strategy 1979 supports these initiatives and supports the continued
development and employment of a crop forecasting system to monitor
international opium popPy cultivation. The crop forecasting system, whop
fully irnplemehted, will, provide mqre accurate information on the amount
and sources of illegatopium available for the internetional market. ,

V11.. Special Analyses
Marihuana, ,PCP and coCaine, all present unique problems to policy-,

makers and merit sPetial attention. The Federal policy on the use and4
,trafficking of marihuana ha$ been' subjected to` such 'misinterpretation in
recent yearS thakthere is a need for/the Strategy to delineate clearly oUr
position on marihuana. PCP, which iseasily and-cheaply manufactured,
.maywell Nresent the drug abuse wave of the future. The marketing and
use of such drugs pose.Special treatment and law, enforcement problems.
Finally, cocaine,also ma'y well be a serious concern in the future. At
present it..causes few severe health consequences, in this country, but it
easily.could if use pa ter s and availability alter.

A. Marihuana

Atcording to the latest survey data, 43 million Americans have tried
marihuana, and 16 million are current users in that they-used it in-the
month preCeding the survey. This aggregate figure includes groups Within

4hich use is much higher. The 1977 national surveY of high school seniors
reports that 56 percent of high school seniors have tried niarihuana or
hashish, and .48 percent report having used in in the prior year. Thirty
percent used it in the last month, and 26 percent report about weekly use.
Daily use of marihuana is reported by 4.1 percent of the sample.*

The use of marihuana continues to increa# across the United States.
; The trend of, daily marihuana use among American hie schOol seniors

increased from .6 ,percent in 1975 to 9;1 percent in 1977 while the age of
first use has decreased. Preliminary results from the 1978 survey report
11 percent daily, use, i.e., in three years, daily use of marihuana has almOst

"Drug Use Among American High SchoO1 Students 19751977," Lloyd D. Johnston,-
Jerald G. Bachman, and Patrick M. O'Malley University of Michigan, under a research
grant froM The National-Institute on.Drug Abuse., 1'
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doubled. Use and. the frequency Of use are more pronounced among
non-college bound students. Eleven percent of the college bound students

report uSe 40 iimes or more in the previous year, versus 18 percent of the

noncollege bound.
Most scientists agree that marihuana use, however, is not, harmless.

Research has proven that marihuana intoxification clearly impairs motor
coordinatiorf, reaction time and. visual perception which would affect

driving Or operating machinery. The National Highway Safety Council

has., found an alarming incidence of maeihuana use linked to highway,

traffic accidents. A recent study of 300 fatal car accidents in the BOon
area also discovered an increased presence of marihuana: at the time of

the fatal dash, 39% of the drivers had used alcohol and 16% had been

under the influence of marihuana.
Marihuana is also widely' used by adolescents and young adults during

a time of rapid psisiological and psychological change. Chronic marihuana

intoxication could seriously impair physical and emotional maturation

and impede the individual's acquisition of intellectual and social skills.

Heavy marihuana use can iignificantly inhibit good study habits and can.

Kaye a detrimental effect on an indiyidual's motivation to strive for long=

term goals. Since our society discourages the...use of all psychoactive drugs

during adolescent development, including cigarettes and, alcohol, it is

appropriate to proCeed differently with marihuana.
There are additional risks associated with marihuana .use even tho h

marihuana research is far from complete. The amoura of research on

chronic use remains small, and research on marihuana's effects on those

in poor health or older, and on females, has not been adequate. Nonethe-

less, clinical studies shovii that heavy marihuana smoking may be harmful

to lung functioning with resulting serious health consequences. Pre-

liminary research has shown possible adverse impact of marihuana on such

areas as the body's immune response, basic cell métabOlism, and sexual

functibning: All of these findings give cause for caution in any public

policy on marihuana.
Strategy 1979 discourages marihuana' use. The approaches are t`o con-

tinue supply interdiction. efforts towards reduced availabilitY, and to

ditcourage use tfirough positive educational 'efforts to explain the effeqs

and throUgh the application of appropriate sanctions. k

Federal enforcement is directed against major domestic distributors,

importers and 'international financiers; overseas efforts are eimed at

foreign growing areas and international supplY routes.

The past ..use of incarceration as a sanction against imarihuana use has

been erratically applied, often with an extremelY harsh punishment doing

4 more harm .to the individual than the drug itself. Therefore, Federal

strategy supports a reduction in the severity of the Federal Criminal
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penalties for personal possessisn and use. The Penalties should not be
lifted altogether, however, as this 'could be misconstrued_ to Mean we
condone marihuana' use and could, furtherMore, undermine our federal
policy which is to discourage marihuana ute. .

Federal penalties f,r trafficking would remain in force and the States
,-voluld remain free to adopt whatever laws theV consider appropriate..

Federal Strategy underlines the importance bf continuing marihuana
reeearch, especially on chronic marthuana use and ths effects upon young
people,' older people and women. The picture of marihuana is by no
means'complete for while we know. marihuana use harmful, we do not
know to what degree.

Acorate information about marihuana is also a critical part of the
Fedeito strategy. Clear information must be made available to parents and
teacher4tp.enable them to dyal with marihuana use by their children or
pupils and td- give a clear message discouraging pse. Special informative
materials shoUld be developed for high, risk groups, spdh is women-tof
tild-bearing Nge, or pregnant wornen, for whom even occasional mari-
Walla use. max,litave serious adverse contequences. In addition, all drug
abuse prevention strategies for young people should include information
on mailtivana.

The 'Federal strategy against marihuana traffickers should create the
grtiatest amount of legal and eConomic risk possible at all levels of the
trafficking network. Our concern from the enforcement standpoint is
with''those drugs which provide financial support to illegal trafficking, networks, as well as the pharmacologically most dangerous drugs.
Trafficking networks often switch from drug to drug, depending on which
is perceived to carry the least risks, and large marihuana' shipments are ai

- valuable as smaller amounts of heroin or cocaine. The. strategy is to
iminobilize the trafficking orgahizations involved With dru9s by increasind
theo nW of' arrest and making it more costly_ and iiVonvenient to do
business.

Great quantities of marihuana are grown in foreign countries, pa rt icu-
larly Colombia and Mexico. It is 'important to recognize that illegal p'
cultivation has the greatest impacx on the country where the drug is
produced. This illicit cultivation' can seriously daMage the economic and
political stability °of the country, as well as its relationship with other
nations. Tkese consequences are recognized by all of the signatories to the
Single Convention and other international treaties on drug control. The
United States, both bilaterally and within the United Nations, has'a.cqm:
mitment to fuIfiII its international treaty obligations.

The strategy Supports cannabis crop eradication as on appropriate
activity tdr both bilateral and multinational efforts. We consider:the U.N.

\to be the most appropriate organization to advise 'on such assistance.

I;
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However', if a foreign government requests aid we would consider giVing

it, with two caveats prescribed by law:, 1

-The proposed method cif eradicition- would have to be evaluated for
No

possible health and environmental cbnitequences; and
--ff a. chemical herbicide were to be used, an easily distinguishable

marker would have to be added, indicating that the marihuana plants had

been sprayed. .

in iummary, the rising levels of marihuana use in our country are of

great concern. Continued research on possible health consequences is a
high priority and Federal strategy is tp discourage use of marihuana. .

B. PCP., /
Phencyclidine (PCP) presents a new and difficult problem in the area of

drug abuse. PCP is a veterinary tranquilizer which is not approved for
human use. When used by humans, it can cause .severe and long-lasting
behavioral problems with effects .ranging from mental 'dullness and mis-

perceptions to paranoia, psychosis, hostility and violence. Its use^ can

cause death either directly by overdose ovindirectly by violent behavior

and accidents. Reported deaths from PCP have doubled in "the past year,

use by the 12-18 age group has doubled (up to 5.8 percent), and use by
the 18-25 age group is up by 50 percent ,(up to 13.9 percent). It is easy

3and inexpensive to manufacture in illicit laboratories, and t)er is ,no

evidence of diversion from licit sources. With an investmenlro a few
hundred dollars the common chemicals and equipment for PCP manu-

facture can be purchased. Using relatively unsophisticated 'chemical
techniques, the manufacturer can concert his investment into tens of
thousands of dollars wgrth. of PCP.

. As the marketing and use of PCP have been increasing, concern within.
the Federal GoverAment has billtn rising. The Administration has devel-
oped and coordinated a response to this problem which addresses both

health and law enforcement issues.
On the law enforcement side, PCP has been moved from Schedule III

to Schedule II of the Controlled. Substances Act. Two of its precursors
have also been put info Schedule II. Two analogues have been recom-
mended for schedtiling by DEA and the Department of Hialth, Education,
and Welfare (OHEW), and other precursors and analogues are being
investigated. DEA is working with chemical manufacturers and distribu-

tors to scrutinize unusual orders or purchases of chemicals and equipment

needed to manufacture PCP. In October 1918; the Congress passed an
amendment to the Controlled Substances Act which,establishes a require-,

ment to report to the Attorney General all transacttons involving'piperi-
dine (a chemical used in making PCP).
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On the health eider letter's to treatmeni programa and emergency rooms,
public ,service spots on TV, fact sheets and summaries for lay sind Oro-
fedilonal people, postin, pamphlets, etc., have been developed to Increase

-Oubtic and Ortofessi6nal awareness of the dangers of PCP. DHEW iscon
ducting further research on the demographics of abuse and Is developing

4 ) treatment .manuals and clinical studies. In addition, PCP was included in
the 1978 Drug Abuse Preyerition Campaign.

The*controkof cheap 'and easily mar(ufactured synthetic drugs is dif-
ficuk and May Well be a mai& concern of .the future. It is quite possible
that the marketing of PCP will serve is. fr model for further illegal
synthetic drugs. Law enforcement efforts can make the manufacture and
trafficking of such drugs a risky business by encouraging aative investiga-
tion and prosecution, swift and appropriate sentencing, and by making

- acquisition of manufacturing materials more difficult, and Wier to
detect. Control efforts must be coupled with both treatment and pre-'
vention initiatives. Information dissemination to treatment programs,
hospitals and other service delivery sYstems is essential, so that they can
recognize and appropriately treat synthetic drug incidents. ACcurate
information must also be made available to young people, parents and
teacheri, as part of the more generalized positive prevention strategy:

. C. Cocaine

The abuse of cocaine and the expanding international traffic in cocaine
continue to be of great concern to the Federal Government and, there-
fore, deserve special attention in this section of the Strategy. We estimate

,that. approximately ten million Americans abased cocaine during the past
year. A nationwide survey in 1977 showed that nearly one in five 18-25
year olds, (19.1 percent) the peak age group for illicit drug,use, report
having ever used cocaine and of.those who have, nearly one in five used
cocaine 0.7 percent of the entire grouP) in the month prodeeding survey.

Cocaini is the principal psychoactive ingedient of the coca bush Which
unlike marihuana and opium, has been geqgraphically restricted to the
Andes Mountains of South America. The production and shipment of
Cocaine have been largely limited to Peru, Bolivia, Colombia, and to a
lesser extent 'Ecuedor.. In cooperation with the governments of these
Countries, Strategy 1979 encourages all efforts to control the drug within

I these source end primary transit countries.
Thotigh the health consequences of coceine use have been explained

in a number of documents such as "Cocaine, 1977", published by the
Department of Health, Educat ion, .anct, Wel facst. rnan.y.,users,..stilisbetievey---
thaeecefatyQIy -freer froarrnetkeillii-irndestrable
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is generally safe. Cocaine's reputation for safety, hbwever, is overstated

since it is, in part based on diluted doses of the drug taken relatively
infrequently due to its high cost. Furthermore, its use and consequences

are often difficult to detect by current reporting systems since it produces
few:"traditional" overdose deaths and emergency room episodes. For
examPle, cocaine is used frequently, by some celebrities, "folk heroes"
and certain high income groups who can afford the drug, who do not
often appear in the traditional clinic or treatment center but who would
turn tO their own personal doctor wheneVer their cocarne use becomes a

serious Problem. Consequently, these individuals would not appear in
any national surveys or reporting systems which address the extent of
cocaine use and its consequences. 4$

There are, however, several important things we do know about the
'health consequences of cocaine use. We' know, for examPle, that cocaine

can kill not comnionly but occasionally and nbt predictably. Despite
the street lore to the contrary, death can occur even when the drug is
snorted rather than injected. We also know 'that cocaine is the most
powerfully reinfdrcing of all abused drugs. Although' not physically
addictive in the sense that ,opiates are, there is good evidence to show that

the desire to continue using cocaine is remarkably sttong if the drUg is

available.
There is also good evidence that cocaine in moderate doses (10-25 mg .

i.v. and 100 mg. intranasally) significantly 'increases both hears rate and*

blood pressure. Large doses of- cocaine, particularly "when taken fre-
,
quently, can cause mental aberrations and destructiOn of the nasal linings.

As We have also noted in this report, (p. 31) Bolivian health officials have
.expresse&serious concern over the extent of coca paste smoking, a pre-

cocaine tubstance readily available in
Despite these consequences, many still consider cocaine to be a "safe"

drug. Unfortunately a lack of adequate information is sometimes mis-
interpreted as indicating that a drug is "safe" when it would be more
accurete to admit that our knowledge is simply insufficient to specify the

full parameters of risk.
Though we have emphasized the serious health consequences ocaine

abuse, a word should be said about the legitimate medical uses ocaine

in order to present a balanced Federal Strategyi.'Cocaine is still u today
in otolaryngology (ear, nose and throat inedicine) 'and anesthesiology as

an effective local anesthetig when applied topic Ily or injected near the'

nerves. It constricts blood vessels and thereby imits the amount.' of
bleeding brought about by surgery.

Strategy 1979 is to continue to inform the' A erican public o)f the

health 'and social consequences of cocaine use as the information and the
results of laboratory experiments become availlible. We effnphasize the



'Importance of continuing io conduct research to increase our knowledge
of the effects of Compulsive cocaine use as well as the patterns of cocaine
use. The Strategy will also continue to support arefforts to reduce the
availability of illicit cocaine. Our current law enforcement efforts towards
codeine ha0e made the drug expensive and that in itself has contributed
to a reduced availability. Strategy 1979, therefore, supports these efforts,
and looks to programs designed to affect the cocaine production system
and distribution networks near the source of the drug, before it dissipates
and disappears in our domestic illegal market.

The difficulties in accomplishing this control at the source are many.
lipwever, Strategy 1979 supports two _efforts which should reduce the
availability of cocaine:.attacking the trafficking networks end reducing
coca bUsh cultivation. The tremendous profits in the cocaine traffic
support organized crime and criminal elements both in the United States
and abroad and insulate the trafficking networks. This illiclt'..cocaine
traffic could seriously undermine the political and economic stability of
a number of countries, as well as corrode the independence and integrity
of their criminal justice systems, making prosecution 'and conviction
difficult. Furthermore, the criminal networks which distribute cocaine
can also distribUte other drugs virtually interchangeably, and thus can
change routes, approaches and markets with ease which Could, 'in all,
further prove detrimental to a nation's stability.

Attempts to reduce coca' plant cultivation present several-additional
problems: Most ofi the coca bushes are grown legally and almost exclu-:
sively in Bolivia and Peru. The illegal processing into cocaine takes place
mainly. in Colombia and on a smaller scale in Ecuador, Peru and BOliVia.
Coca cultivation and production does occur in other South American
countries and in other parts of the world; howeVer, this production and
any diversion of pharmaceutical cocaine are minimal compared to the'
quantity produced in Peru and Bolivia. Chewing coca leaves has long been
an accepted cultural practice Of many of the peoples native to these coun
tries and many of these people are currently dependent upon the coca
bush for income. Reducing coca cultivation, therefore, will entail compre-
hensive and carefully designed programs.to provide for income and crop
substitution. Such programs may require the development of an entire
new agricultural economy and could improve the economic status of the
farmer as well as his social welfare. Strategy 1979, therefore encourdges
projects designed to reduce coca cultivation through income iubstitu.tion

.and integrated rural development programs. .

During the past year, significant efforts have been made to reduce the
availability of cocaine. ,Colombian President Turbay made .a:personal
commitment to assign a high priority to stopping the cocaine traffic in
Colombia. AdditiOnally, Bolivia is now considering the establishment of a
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state monopoly over the licensing and production of coca leaves. This
'would permit the Bolivian government to control and limit the pro-
duction of coca leaves to meet only domestic chewing needs. "The re-

mainder would be declared illegal and destroyed. The Strategy will con-
tinue to encourage the development of simtlar cooperative arrangements
with the other involved Latin American countries. The Strategy further
seeks a close working relationship with the-United Nations and the inter-
national financial institutions in these efforts to reduce coca cultivation
to athieve both long-term and lasting progress.
. In conclusion, the Strategy considers cocaine to be a priority ckug
exceeded only by heroin and barbiturates. The Strategy recognizes that
the effort to reduce coca cultivation- and cocaine trafficking in the source
and processing countries is the most effective way to prevent an increase
in cocaine-related deaths and injUries at home. The Strategy further
recopizes that these efforts alone will not suffice and therefore en-
couMges the research and scientific efforts necessary to adequately inform
the American public of the health and social consequences of cocaine use.

VIII. Summary
he Federal Strategy for Drug Abuse and Drug Traffic Prevention,

1979 describes a three-part program consisting of domestic treatment,
rehabilitation and prevention, domestic drug law enforcement; and the
international drug control program. The Strategy emphasizes the need
for coordination among these three so that they are' cbmplementary to
each other, within a broad, consistent framework of Federal .policy. The
Strategy suPports a policy oversight function within the ExecutiVe Offjpe
of the, President, end close coordination with the Cabinet Departments,
the involved committees and members of the United States Congress.

The Strategy sets forth two broad policy objectives: first, to discourage
all drug abuse; and second', to reduce to a minimum the health and social
consequences bf &Lig abuse when it does occur.

In setting prioritios for Federal action, the Strategy makes an impor-
tant distinction between. drugs as items of consumption within the United
States, and drugs as commodities in the illicit Market. In our country
we focus on those drugs that cause the gravest health and social damage.to
individuals, to communities and to our nation. Some tdrugs are addicting,
others not, some likely to cause death by overdose, others not, and so on.
In the United States-, we want to keep people from harmand so we
naturally focus On the drugs with the highest probability of causing injury
or' death. In the international criminal- marketplace, however, money
counts as much as pharmacology. Any drug which provides financial
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incentive to illegal traffickers is im rtantio us, because the illegal busi-zt.

ness itsielf does great harm to the social fabrics and economies of the
countries involved. Therefore, we look at both economics and health in
determining international program priorities.

The Strategy broadens the focus of domeitic treatment and prevention.
In the past Federal programs have concentratedand justifiably so
almost exclusively on heroin addiction, since heroin_Was judged to beithe
drug of greatest individual and social toncern. At that time resoufces
were limited and .the heroin situation was _critical. Strategy 1979 no
longer focuies primarily, on individual drugs, but .looks instead at
drug-taking behavior. Chronic, compulsive drug abusersof any sub-
stanceare,those most in need, of treatment and should receive Federal
priority. The Strategy also recognizes that negatiVe consequences can
result from a wide variety oi drug-taking behaviorsfrom occasional,
recreational use to the misuse of prescription drugsand recommends an
increased sensitivity throughout Federal 'health and social service delivery
systems to drug-related problems. The Strategy recommends more speck
ficity in treatment and prevention programsand planning, with increased
attention paid to the unique needs of special populations, including
youth, the elderly, ethnic minorities, rural populations and. women.

In the area of prevention, the Strategy expresses deep concern ovOthe
high levels of daiiy drug use by adolescents, in particular the daily use,of
marihuana and alcohol. Daily intoxication by a young person is aierious
issue. Chronic intoxication, using any drug, can seriously impair physice0
and erhotional maturation and impede the individual's acqUisition of
intellectual and sqiial skills. Many students agree that smoking marihuana
and drinking do not "go with" studying or striving for long-term goals.

1

The resulting loss of skills and abilities can cripple theJndividual for i

the rest of his or her life.. The,Strategy discourages all psychoactive
4drug use by adolescents.

For, the domestic drug law enforcement -program, -the Strategy high-
lights the cooperation among Federal, State and local law enforcelpnt
agencies. The need for a comprehensive approach to border managerrient
is underlined as is'thebneed for close coordination and cooperation among
current border agencies. The Strategy underlines the importance of
improved technology, rather, than increased manpower for interdiction.
The 'Federal role in domestic drug law enforcement highlights an emphasii
on tiie pharmacologically most dangerous drugs, a focus'on high level
traffickers -and on intelligence investigations and conspiracy cases as a .
means of disrupting whole trafficking, networks. The Strategy supports
finanClal investigations as a way to prosecute traffickers who are so high
level that they never actually. handle the drugs, and as a way to cripple
trafficking networks.
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The Strategy stresses the importance of 4l1e international program,
both to reduce the supply of illicit drugs before they are vnuggled into
the United States, and to reduce worldwide demand. International co-

&
operation is essential if we are to achieve either of these goals. There is a
growing concern among nations around the world over the health, social

and economic damage done by drug abuse and trafficking,: Many of the
producing countries are developing drug problems of their own as are an
increasing , numbeç of countries with industrial economies and long
histories ofetkial service programs. On an average the coyntries of the
world are from .twb to tr years "behind" .the United 'States in either
experiencing or recognizing the social phenomenon known as drug abuse,

but several of them are catching up very fast. In a number of European
countries, sophisticated health-delivery and Other social systems have
not yet addressed the drug problem, though drug abuie has, in fact,
becothe a major concern.

The United Nations, and other international and regional bodies, are
ideally positioned to stimulate the kirid of leadership and regional colt
laboration that is required to deal with these problems. As other countries
move to a confrontation with their drugproblems, there are opportunities
for the United States to share ivhat it has learned and learn from those
countries as .they take steps of their own. The UN. should be urged to
assume this role of international facilitator and convenor.

The Strategy places a high priority on developing. within the inter-
national communitY a strong interest on drug abuse treatment and pre-

vention, as well as drug control efforts.
Drug abuse and drug trafficking are both complex, flyickphenomena

and the strategy is to maintain a flexible response,Inicing a wide.variety
of approaches. We have established and maintained Over time a multi-(
faceted approach to drug abuse and traffickinginifolving law enforce-
ment pressures, international initiatives, and the provision of treatment
services for users. Federal, State and local governments have all partici-

pated.
Strategy 1979 underlines the need to continue to commit resources

for these programs, to reassess and adjust them as necessary, and to place

great emphasis on reducing the harm done by drug abuse , and drug
trafficking in our country.

40"
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Appendix II

resident Carter's
to th. Congrss

The yin House

To the Congress ortiie, Unit d Stat&

Drug abuse continues to be a serious cial problem in ATPcica. The '

liyds of' hundreds of thousands of people re blighted,by theirdependence
GA drugs. Many commbnities remain nsafe 'because of drug-related
street crime, and the immense profits made in the illicit drug traffic help
support the power and influence of organized crime. Among young
American ,men aged 18-24 years, drugs are the fourth most ,common
cause of death: only automobile accidents, homiddest and suicides rank
higher. The.. estimatkl cost of drug Abuse in America' exceeds 15 billion
dollars each year. Aniong some minority groups, the incidence of Odic-
tion aØ the harm it inflicts are disproportionate.

Dr g addiction, which in recent years was viewed as a'problem peculiar

to merica, now affects people throughout the world. We can no longer

con ern..oUrselves merely with keepind illicit drugs out of the Upited
States, but we must join With other nations to deal with this global
problem by combatting drug traffickers and sharing our Wriowledge ahd

resources to help treat addiction wherever it occurs..We must set realistic

'Objectives, giVing our foremost attention'domesticallY to those drugs that
pose the sgreatest threat to health, and to our ability to reduce crime.
Since heroin, barbiturates and other sedative/hypnotic drugs account for
90 percent of the deaths -from drug abuse;, they should receive our prim.;

-

cipal emphasis.
My goals are to discourage all drug. abuse in Amerieaand also dis-

,

courage the excessive use of* alcohol. and tobacc --and to. reduce to a
min!inum the harm drUg abuse cause's when it oes occur. To.achjeve..,
these goals with the resources available, efipi management and dire-
tion are essential. Because the federal efftirt currently divided among
more than .twenty different, and often c mpetf ,agenclOs; Chris
directed my staff to coordinate Federal on and t& forMulata a corn-

A ,



prehensive national policy. This will end. the long-standing ragnientation
among our internatignal programs, drug law enforcement reatmeht and

rehabilitation, prevention, and regulatory'activities, I wi I also seek the

,
counsel end active involvement of members of the ,Cabinefand heads Of ..
major independent agencies on all drug abuse policy questions, thfough

revitalized Stratggy Council on prug Abila.My staff will examine the
functions of the various,agencies involved in Th1t field and will recommend

to me whatever organizational changesare appropriate.
4, et

International .Cooperation

Forcertain drugs originally derived from plant sources outside the

United , States, especially heroin 'and cocaine, 'diplomatic agreements

against cultivation and , trafficking are indispensable. Turkeyonce
.virtuallt the sole source of heroin ,supPly. in this Countryis now gone
froth the illicit market as the result of such an agreement. The enormous

Rrofits generated by the illicit drug traffic distort the economies of mama?
skaller countries, iggravatinw inflation and draining tax revenues; they

also engender corruption and corrode poiffiCal stability. We muit Work
closely with other governments to assist them in their efforts to eradicata -

the cilltivatidn of drugs, and to develop legitimate alternative sources of
incOme for the impoverished farmers 'who have for generations raised and

sold crops such as opiUm. .,

We have made significant progresi in the last few months. In Februaryti. so
I discussed with President Lopez-Portillo of Mexico my deep cOncertg.,
about the illegal Cultivation of opium in his cotintry. Under his strong
leadership, the 'eradication program hat Peen intensified and is producing

de;amatic results, significantly reducing the'availability.of heroin:in many

American cities. In- addition,. President Ne Win of Burma and Prime

Ministeer Thanin of Thailand have shown a resolute determination to
contrOl drug cultivation and trafficking in their countries. Most recently

I have received strong assurances. froril President Lopez-Michelseri of
Colombia that ha plans to give the problem of drug trafficking his highest -

priority. We are 'establishing a comMistiOn made up bf Ngovernment
officials frOm our atvo countries to coordinate,a stepped up effort to deal

with the Major iinternatiOnal ttafficking of cocaine. and Marihuana be,
tween our two countries, and the devastating economic impact of that

traffic.
As a result 'of. these efforts and those, Of the Prug Enforcement Ad-

.
.minitration, the purity of heroin in our country has dropped in the last
six months to 4,9%, the lowett level in 4 years._



There is, however, more that we gen do:
(1) I am directing the Secretary Of State to give greater emptiasis to

the international narcotics control program end to reiterate to foreign
governments our strong desire to c ail production of, and traffic in;
illicit drugs.

(2) To this end, I am directing the 'Administrator of the Agepcx for
Internitional DeVelopmertt to include such measures as crop and Wome
substitution in its development programs for those countries where drugs
areigrown illicitly. I expect the Secretary of State continue to dall on
'other _agencies and departments, such as the Drug Enforcement Adminis-
tration, the U.S. Customs Service, the U.S. Department- of Agriculture,
and the National institute on Drug Abuse, to assist in the international
narcotics control program according to the speaial expertise of each.
, (3) I am directing the intelligence community to emphasize the collec-
tion and analysis of information relating to international tru4g trafficking.

(4) I strongly support the work of the United Nations Fund for Drug
Abuse Control (UNF DAC), the United Nations Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, the International Narcotics Control Board,-the World Health
Organization, and other organizations-working within the framework of
the'United Nations in their efforts to help drug-producing 'countries find
alternate crops, irnprove drug control measures, and make treatrrient,
resources attailabre. ,

(5) ani instructing the United States cepresentatives to the loan corn:
mittees of the Regiorial Development Banks and other \international
financial institutions to use- their votes.' and influence to encourage well 4
designed rural development and income Substitution projectSfh countries
which now produce dangergus drugs, and, to erisure that assistance is not
'used to foster the growth of crops like opium and coéa.

(6) Because of the need tO improve international controls over
dangerous drugs which have legitimate medical uses, like barbiturates and
amphetamines, I urge the Congress to adopt legislation implementing the.
Convention on Psychotropic Substances, and I urge the Senate to ratify,
this treaty promptly.

(7) In my communications with foreign leaders, I will eMphasize inter-
national cooperation among drug law enforcement agencies, so that in-
telligence .and technical exPertiset an be shared. will encourage Ahem

, .

to send law enforcement, official's :to lniork with us to .sipp the flow ,ot
drugs through other countries. This kind of cooperation has already begun
in Bangkok among French, .Gerrnan, British, Dutch, American and Thai
officials.

. I in addition, promote the in4 national sharin4g. of knowledge T-

and 'expertise in the treatment of drug abuse., We will rnake a sp cial -
effort to Share our experience, especially with those nations whic have

4.1



ierlous I drug problems *and which. are Working with us in the effort to
ontrol dreg sour es and prevent drug abuse. Our program will encompass

.
training, resee h and jechnical assistance projects, inclu+sing providing
American expe s as consultants.

Law Enforcement

We must vigorously enforce our lawt against thosiwho traffic in dgugs,
so that the attraction of large profits is outweighed by therisk of detec-
tion and the likelihood of conviction. The Federal GoVernment's job IS

I' to deter, and where possible prevent entirely, illegal iMportation and.
major traffickind of controlled substances. Often large-scale financieri
of the _illegal drug trade never come into ,diredt contact with drugs.
Through'the cooperative efforts of the various agencies involved, we will
attack the finanCial resources of these traffickers who prOvide the cipital
needed to support the smuggling of drugs into the country. Drug
traffickers must mnderstanel that theyface swift', certain, and 'severe
punishment; and our law enforcement and judiCial systems must haVe
the resources to make this prosPect a ver4f real threat. We must allocate
our resources intelligently, revise our penalty structure where necessary

tO concentrate on the actions lend the drugs) that are most dangerous,
and improve the administration Of. justice.

Therefor.e;
I am, directing the Attorney Oeneral to intensify inVestigations of the

link between organized crime and 'the drug traffic, and tcl recommend
appropriate measures to be taken againstthese organizations.

I am directing the Department of Justice in conjunction with the i
Departments of State and Treasury to" study arrangements with Other

. countries, consistent with Constitutibnpl principles, to revoke the pass-
ports. of known maj7 traffickers., and to' freeze assets accumulated in the
illegal drug traffiC.

To &tie the burden on the United States District Courts, which mu*
hear major drug cases, I suptiort legislation widening the jurisdiction of
US. Magistrates under certain circuMstandes to include misdemeanor
offlises which carry sentences of up to one year.

r In 18 United States Attoroeys' Offices, special units devoted to the,
prosecution of major .drug traffickers exist. The Department of Justice
,is now expanding this °Program to includeditional units,

'I support legislation raising from $2,500 to ,$10,000 the velue
"property which can be seized and forfeited from drug violators by ad-
winistrative action, ihelUdindtaah within the 'definition of seizable prop-
ertfr Amounts above this figure will continue to require court proceed-
ings:
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I 'am directing my staff to recommend to me the appropriate Federal
drug law enforcement sole in the light of.currently available resources\

state, local and Federal. For nearly a decade, Federal support of state and
local enforcement activity has steadily 'expanded. The time is ripe to
evaluate,the restilts of this effort, to determine whether federal participa-

- tion should be altered, and to determine the proper division of responsi-
bility between Federal and local officials. The Office of Drug Abuse
Policy has already begun the first phase of 'this review, which includes
consideration Of border security and drufi trafficking intelligence.

I am directing the Attorney General to study the necessity for and
constitutionality of proposals which would deny pre-trial release to
certain persons charged with trafficking in drugs posing the greatest threat
to health, and to give me his recommendations within 90 days. At the,
present time, some persons char9ed with major drug offenses can use
their immense wealth to post bail and escape justice. If enactment of such
proposals appears to be necessary and constitutional, their application

4hould be ti9htly restricted and they should include a provision granting
the actused an expedited thal.

I am directing the Attorney General to review the adequacy of the .

penalties for major trafficking offenses and to give me his recommenda-
tions witimin 90 days.

I also have considered requesting changes in.the Tax Reform Act.of
1976. .Sorne of its provisionssuch as those for disclosure and sum-
morisingwere designed to protect the privacy of citizens but may also
impede unnecessarily the investigation of narcotics trafficking cases. I

afn asking the appropriate Federal agencies to determine the difficulties
these provisions present to effective law enforcement. If .it appears they
can be emended, to 'improve law,, enforcement without infringing upon
legitimate perivacy interests, I will submit legislation t6 the Congress.

r:

Marihuana

Marihuana continues to be an emotional and controversial issue. After
four decades, efforts to, discourage its use with stringent laws have kill
not been successful. More than 45 milli* Americans have tried marihuana
and an estimated 11 million are regular users. . .

Penalties against possession of 1 drug should not be .more damaging to
an individual than the use of the drug itielf; and where they are, they

,. should be changed. Nowhere is this more clear than in the laws against
1 pos ession of marihuang.in prrvate for personal use. We can, and should,

con nue tt) discourage the use of marihuana, but this Uhl be done without
_Co defning the smoker, as a cr)iminal. States which have already rernoyed
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criminal penalties tor narihuana use, ,like Oregon and California, have

not noted any significara increase in marihuana smdking. The National

Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse concluded five years ago that

marihuana use should be decrirninalized, and I believe it is time to im-

plement those basic recommendations.,
Therefore, I support legislation .amending. Federal lew to eliminate all.

Federal criminal penaltiet for the possession of up to one Ounce of mars
huana. This decriminalization is not legalization. 1st means only that the

Federal penalty for possession would be reduced and a person would

receive a fine rather than a criminal penalty. Federal penalties for traffick-

would remain in force and the states would remain free to adopt
whatever laws they wish concerning the marihuana smoker.

I am especially concerned about the increasing levels of marihuana use,

which may be particularly destructive to our youth. While there is certain-

evidence to date showing that the, medical damage from rnajihuana use

may be limited, we should be concerned that chronic intoxication with
marihuana or any other drug may deplefe productivity, causing people

to lose interest ip their social environment, their future, and other more

constructive ways of filling their free time..In addition, driving while
under the influence of marihuana can be very hazardous. I am, therefore,

directing the Department of Transportation to expedite its study of the
effects of marihuana use on the coo dination and reflexes needed for

safe driving.

/ Drug Treatment

My immediate Obiactive will be to widen the scope and improve the
effectiveness of Federal drug treatment programs. In conception/and in
practice, they have been too narrow. Drug addiction can be cured; but we

Must not only treat the immediate effects of the drugs, we must also
provide adeciliate rehabilitation, including job training, to help the addict
regain 'a productive role in 'society. In the past, Federal programs have

. given disproportionate attention to the heroin addict while neglecting
those who are dependent on other drugs.

To improve the quality Of Federal drug treatrnent, I am recommending

these steps;
In recognition 'of the devastating effectithat certain nonopiate drugs

can have if abused, I am directing the Secretary of Health, Education, and

Welfare to expand resourceedevoted to care for abusers .of barbiturates,

amphetamines, and multiple drugs used in combination, includipg alcohol.
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To help drug abusers return to productive\tistes, I am directing the
Secretary of Labor to identify all Federal employment assistance pro-
grams which can..help former drug abusers and to give me, within 120
days, his recommendations for incmasing'the access of drug abusers to
them. )

A sustained effort must be made to identify the reasons that people
turn to drugs, including alcohol and cigarettes. We should seek more
effective ways to make people aware of the health problems associated
with such substances (particularly cigarettes and alcohol) and. to respond
in more consttuctive ways to the hurnan and psychological needs they
satisfy.

Drug Research

In 'the past, there has been no serious a_tiempt to coordinate Federal
research an opiates and alcohol despite the many similarities in the
effects of these two drugs. A joint Federal research center might not only-
save money, but also lead to greater scientific understanding of addiction.
problems. Therefore I am directing the Secretary of Health, Educatibne
and Welfare to study the' feasibility of making the Addiction ResearCh.
Center responsible for coordinated research on a variety of drugs, in-
cluding opiates, alcohol, and tobacco.

Administrative Action

. Npr*oved treatment and prevention programs should be accompanied
by appropriate changes in Federal regulations, administrative practices,
and enforcement, among which are these:

First, I am recommending a conscious and deliberate inmate in
attention throughout the Federal Government to the problems related to
the abuse of drugs tfiat come originally from legitimate medical sources.
Of particular concern are barbiturates, which despite their recognized
medical use, are responsible for many deaths ahd are frequently used in

attempts: The withdrawal reaction of patients addicted' to bar-
biturates can be more difficult and more dangerous'than that'associated
with, heroin withdrawal. They are frequently oversaid, ovérprescribed,

overused. .

Therefore, I Will:
Instruct the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to undertake

Latudy of barbiturates and other sedative/hypnotic drugs to determine
the Conditions under which they can be most safely used.
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Instruct the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of Health, Education,

and Welfare, and the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs to review the
presceibing practices of physicians under their jurisdiction, and to dis-
Courage the medical use of barbiturttes and sedative/hypnotics except in

cases where it is unmistakably justified.
Continue the program, already begun at my direction, by which the

Drug Enforcement Administration has instructed its regional offices and
regulatory task forces to give priority attention to barbiturate cases. DEA

has alsa begun. to investigate the "street" market in order to determine
the source of illegal supplies so that suitable Federal action may be taken.

In the near future, DEA will conduct a special accelerated audit of the
120 companies lawfully manufacturing barbiturkes in this country and
will also notify foreign governments of our desire to 'see them (Conrol
their barbitikate exports strictly. \

Second, I ant direCting the Secretary of Health, Education, and

Welfare to review those sedative/hypnotic drugs particularly subject to
abuse to determine whether any should be removed from the market,
taring into consideration not only their safety to the individual but also

'th4 dangers they pose to the public at large.
Third, I support legislation giving qie Food & Drug Administration

the authority to 'apply standards of safety and efficacy to all drugs, by
repealing those laws which exempt a variety of drugs because they were
placed on the market before a certain date. A number of barbiturates fit
into this caregory. .

Fourth, Some physiciank still knowingly overpresCribe a wide variety
of drugs. Although, as a result of careful education, physicians have
voluntarily reduced their prescriptions for barbiturates by 73 percent
during the last five years, a few are continuing to misprescribe these and

other drugs deliberately. I am directing the AttorneY'',General, in full
cooperation with State officials, to begin a concerted drive to identify
and prosecute these violetors.

No government can completely protect its citizens from all harmnot
by legislation', or by regulation, or 'by medicine, or by advice. Drugs
cannot be forced out of existence; they will be with us for as long as
people find in,them the relief or satisfaction they desire. But the harm
caused by drug abuse cart be reduced. Wecannot talk in absolutesthat
dri.ig Ouse will cease thaeno rtiorcoilleOl drugs wilI cross our borders-

1because if we are onest with ourselves we know that is beyond our

power. But we can ring together the resources of the Federal Govern-

ment intelligently to'prbtect 4societY and help those who suffer. The
sufferers include the therwhellpintArhority of the public who never

a lost or f tii t.walk the streets at night.. Beyond that, we mus-
abuse tot or h.orn dreg abuse poses the threat of broken families,

1/4V.
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understand why peoPte seek the eXperienCe 'of drugs; and address our. -
selves to those reasons. For it is itItimatell 'the strength of the American
people, of our values and otir society, that will determine whathei we can
put'an end to drug abuse. el

HE WHITE HOUSE
August 2: 1977.
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